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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 19, 1973

Dewey Yates over. at the
telephone company just got
back from Texas and he brings
in a column written by Jack
Craft of an Amarillo, Texas
newspaper. We don't know the
name of the paper, but Craft has
some pretty good things to say
about America. He entitled his
piece "There is a lot of loose
talk about what a bad place
America is—It Could Be
Worse-It was in the 30's".
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SAIGON (AP) — The U.S.
Navy has halted minesweeping
operations in North Vietnamese
waters in an apparent attempt
to force Hanoi to scale down
Communist attacks in Cambodia and delivery of troop
reinforcements and supplies to
the Viet Cortg in South Viet-

11.../2,121
Representatives of twootlbe peek grasps who assisted the Calloway County Red Crass la lie recent Fund Drive help Jean Mafiosi*,dopier executive, count and roll the change. They see
standing, left to right; Ricky Cocke, Steve Reed,and Jeff tiers of Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity, who
collected $302.00, and seated, Lolita Stice, Jennifer,Clymer, and Cathy Cole of Alpha Choler= lnil,
who raised $670.80. Total funds collected are new approximately $7,800.00. Mrs. Blankenship
reported. The amount needed to fund all Red Cross senices next year is 610,500, she said. Diniansna
are still being accepted by mall at Box 488, Murray.

Kleindienst Gives Reason For
Withdrawal From Investigation

"They were hard years, but
many of the memories are
happy ones. Memories of things
like snow ice cream, the smell
of shoe polish and lye soap on
Sunday morning, town boys
spending the night and sleeping
on beds in the yard. Smoking
cedar bark, doing without nice
things and not knowing the
difference.
the real ex"About all
citement we had in those days
was when a cat fell in the
cistern or a candle fly got in the
lamp globe.
We had 18 cats, and daddy
milked four old half jersy cows
to feed them. I never saw any
white buffalo, but the hawks
and skunks ate most of our
chickens, and in 1931 about all
we lived on was okra, rotten
ended watermelons, cottontail
rabbits, and clabber.
"Mama wore tennis shoes and
underwear made out of flour
sacks. Once she was crawling
through a barbed wire fence
and tore her under pants right
where it said "Light Crust
Flour"
If there was any underarm
deodorant on the market we
didn't know about it. And we
had no air conditioners. If we
got galled we would slap a hand
full of starch where it would do
the most good and forgot it.
"In 1933 we all took the itch.
Every night We would apply a
liberal amount of sulphur and
grease to our bodies, slip on a
suit of long handle underwear,
and crawl in bed. Scratching
kind of broke the monotony and
gave us young folks something
to giggle about.
Daddy never did catch the
itch, and mama said it was
because he dipped so much
snuff.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 16)

The Weather
Partly cloudy and mild
through Friday with chance of
a few afternoon or evening
thundershowers. Low tonight in
the low 60s High Friday in the
mid to .upper 70s. Saturday
warm with a chance of thundershowers.

Churches Will .
Have Services
Easter weekend services will
be held at Mt. Carmel, ..Coldwater, and Mr. Hebron United
Methodist Churches, according
to the charge pastor, Rev. Glen
Puckett.
Mt. Carmel will have services
on Friday and Saturday
evenings at seven o'clock. Holy
Communion will be observed at
the Friday service and Miss
Stacy Adams of Coldwater will
give a reading.
Sunrise services will be held
at six p.m. on Sunday followed
by a fellowship hour and Sunday
School at Mt. Carmel.
Coldwater Church will have
preaching services at ten a.m.
Sunday followed by Sunday
School.
Mt. Hebron will have Sunday
School at ten a.m. followed by
preaching services at eleven
a.m. An Easter Egg Bunt for
the children will follow the
mbrning worship services.
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Zorney general in order to head
the President's re-election campaign.
Magruder said Mitchell and
Dean, who is President Nixon's
official lawyer, arranged payoffs to defendants in the Watergate case to buy their silence,
the Post reported.
Kleindienst said he withdrew
from the case last Sunday because he was advised then "of
information which relates to
persons with whom I have had
personal and professional relathxiships..."
Kleindienst, in a three-paragraph statement issued at the
Justice Department, said Asst.
Atty. Gen. Henry Petersen will
take over full control of the administration's Watergate probe,
reporting only to President Nixon.
Magruder was absent from
his home in suburban Maryland
this morning. His lawyer said
late Wednesday night that he
would testify voluntarily when
called before a federal grand
jury. The Post said that would
be today.
Mitchell, a former U.S. attor-
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U.S. Navy Halts
Minesweeping In
North Viet Water

Around
Murray

WASHINGTON (API —Atty.
Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst
said today he had withdrawn
from the Watergate investigaAnyway, here's Jack Craft's tion because it involves people
with whom "I have had personarticle, and thanks Dewey.
al and professional relation"The old house with the side ships."
room, the barns, the siNK11-11111111-' Kleindienst did not elaborate.
the cow pens are lonigiaMilrellc
The Washington Post reportthe old home place. I found an od today that Jeb S. Magruder,
old snuff bottle or two and some former No. 2 man in the Nixon
red rock from the top of the campaign, had told federal
cistern about where I think our prosecutors that John Mitchell
house sat. The hill over to the and John W. Dean III approved
- than I and helped plan the Watergate
east was closer ,
remembered. I hollered a wiretapping last year.
couple of times and it echoed
Kleindienst served under Mitback just like it did when I was a chell at the Justice Department
country boy during the great before Mitchell resigned as atdepression of the early thirties.
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If you did not grow up during
the great depression, you might
not appreciate this article. We
did, and we can appreciate it
very much. We'remember that
shipper sweet potatoes were 10
cents a bushel, including the
hamper. When we finished with
the potatoes, we used the
hampers for stools around the
big dining table. At least we
thoght it was big. We remember
that when one of our brothers
lifted his elbows off the table,
our side went down.
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Seen&'Heard

That's a long title but Craft says
that the "Depression of the 30's
left a heritage of mingled
memories" and you can't say
all that in just a word or two.
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ney general and chief of President Nixon's re-election campaign, called the Post story
"nonsense."
This gets a little sillier as it
goes along, doesn't it?" he said
to a newsman as he left his
New York City apartment.
Dean, who is counsel to President Nixon, could not be
reached.
At the White House, deputy
press secretary Gerald L. Warren said: "The White Houle is
not prepared to react to a story
based .on sources. At a time
when the rights of Indi
would not be jeopardized
comment, an appropriate comment will be made "
DeVan L. Shurnway, spokesman for the Committee for the
Re-Election of the President,
said he had no knowledge of
the matter.
(See Watergate, Page 16

Local Shriners
Give Second
$1,000 Donation

North Vietnam reported today that the Navy stopped its
sweep operations two days ago
without explanation and withdrew its ships and planes from
the coastal areas where they
had been working. Hanoi
charged this violated the Vietnam cease-fire agreement.
After the Hanoi announcement, Pentagon spokesman
Jerry W. Friedheim said in a
statement that the mine clearing activity was suspended because "of the failure of the other side to abide by the agreements and assurances of
Paris." He spoke of "the other
side's failure to respect the
unilateral cease-fire declared
by the government of Cambodia; and ... the continued
flow of enemy supplies into
South Vietnam."
The United States suspended
the minesweeping operation
once before, on Feb. 28, when
there was a delay in the release of U. S. prisoners of war

Emmert To
Head JC's
Next Year
Dr. Chris Emmert, local
chiropractor, was named
president of the Murray
Calloway County Jaycees at the
meeting of the organization held
Tuesday at the Triangle.
Other officers elected for the
1973-74 year are: James Rickman, internal vice-president,
Rick Miller, external vice
president, Al Yurcus, treasurer,
and Ted Hopkins, secretary.
Directors elected for the
coming year are Van Waugh,
John Youngerman and Joe
McKinney.
The new officers will take
office at the installation
banquet to be held May 15, 1973.

If"

held by North Vietnam. The
POWs were released four days
later, and U. S. Navy planes
went back to sweeping the waters at The entrance to HaiPhnnigThe North Vietnamese Foreign Ministry said the minesweeping stopped again Tuesday and the U.S. task force
pulled out of the area.
It also claimed that in some
two months of clearance operations, the Americans had exploded only three of the "tens
(See Vietnam, Page 11(

Newberry Is
Suspended
By Committee
Assistant Fire Chief Don
Newberry has been suspended
from duty for one week for
"conduct unbecoming an officer," according to Mayor
Holmes Ellis.
The action came Wednesday
night at an inquiry held by the
Fire Committee of the Murray
City Council. Formal charges
have yet to be placed, Ellis said,
and a report will be made to the
council at the next meeting.
William R. Furches, chairman of the committee, said the
inquiry resulted after Newberry
allegedly turned a garden hose
on a prisoner being held in the
city jail, located beneath the
firemen's quarters.
Unofficial fire department
sources said that the action was
taken during the night of April
4, after midnight, after
repeated effort's by the firemen
to quiet the prisoner.
Furches said the suspension
was the only legal action which
the committee could take. He
said that the stiffest penalty
which can be meted out by such
a committee under Kentucky
statues is a suspension until the
next meeting of the council.
Furches also said that a
report will be made to the
council, and a hearing will be
held only if Newberry requests
it. Furches did not indicate
whether stiffer penalties would
be levied by the council.

AIL

"WE'RE WORKING HARD TO GET READY FOR PUIVIC
SCHOOL"—Children at the Murray Day Care Class for
developmental disabilities are using toys to develop motor and
academic readiness.

What is the Murray
Day Care Center?
By MELISSA EASLEY
Your child may be talking at
two years old, but there are
others who can't. Your child
may be walking by his fired
birthday but there are those
who never experience mobility
without a brace or a walker. _
What happens to them when
they reach public school ige?

Math Team
At Murray
Places 11th
The Murray High School
Math Team, composed of Bob
Pinkston, Ellen Quertermous,
and David Smith, has placed
eleventh in the state of Kentucky on the National Math
Exams according to information received by their
teacher, Mrs. Alice Matthews.
Sixty-one schools in Kentucky
participated in the exam which
was given in March. Thirty
students from Murray High
took the test and the three
highest grades made up in the
train whose scores were submitted for judging.
Trigg County High School and
Murray High were the only
schools in the First District to
rank in the top teratitylichooLs in
the state.
Pinkston, who scored highest,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Pinkston; Miss Quertermous,
who was second, is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. John Querterrnous; and Smith, who was
third, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene D. Smith, Sr.

How does a parent face the fact
that his child will not register
for first grade in the spring with
the other six year olds.
Without the Murray Day Care
Center, these children would
either be institutionalized,
isolated at home, or experience
traumatic failure in the firiit
grade. The Murray Day Care
Class for children with
disabilities
developmental
organized four years ago, attempts to meet the needs of preschool handicapped and those
children who have physical and
or developmental problems so
severe that they cannot attend
the special education classes in
regular public school.
The children attend class
every day from 8:30 to 12 noon.
Miss Elaine Downing, teacher,
and Mrs Pat Dunn (aide)
provide the teaching staff.
Emphasis of the program is on

(See Charity Ball, Page le)
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club met last night at the
Xi Alpha Delta Group
More Cookbooks For Sale Freed Cotharn Company on
Chestnut Street with President
The Faxon Mothers Club has Woodrow Dunn presiding. The
Plans For Bake Sales
received a new shipment of club discussed the possible
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
their Cookbook and may be sponsoring of a circus and
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
purchased from any member of decided against it.
have a bake sale at three difthe club.
Both the Spring Ceremonial
ferent locations on Saturday,
Mrs. Betty Dowdy, reporter at Madisonville, Kentucky and
April 21, starting at 8:30 a.m.
for the club, said the books sell the South-Eastern Shrine
Sales will be in front of Litfor $1.50 each with the proceeds Convention at Louisville were
Big K, arid Roses. A
tleton's,
going to Faxon School.
also discussed.
- The Murray Chamber of Commerce Annual Banquet Meeting
dollar will be placed in
silver
Persons desiring a cookbook - The club members-Anted to
Main
the
in
/3rd
April
night,
Monday
has been scheduled for
one cake -at each place, a
may call Mrs. Dowdy 436-5556,- make a contribution of 11,000 to
Ballroom of the Waterfield Student Union Building, Murray State
sorority spokesman said.
Mrs. Mildred Cherry 753,3629, the Shrine One Hundred Million
University at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Ramona Bryan 753-0840, or Dollar Club. This is a project in
of
one
Dr. Robbie Robinson, University of Tennessee. Martin.
any member of the Mothers which it is hoped to raise a large
the nations best known speakers, will deliver the principal adClub
sum of money for crippled dress.
children. The funds will be
The "Man of the Year" award will also be made at this meeting.
deposited to draw interest with
the interest being used in the
All members are urged to make their reservations by Fnday,
twenty-one Shrine Hospitals April 20.
over the nation.
The Cluti has already contributed $1,000 to this project
Dr.
Durwood
Beatty,
largest
and represents the
professor of the department of
amount that any Shrine Club in
The Murray High Bands will
agriculture, Murray State
the Rizpah Temple area has
sponsor a Stage Band Showcase
was
elected
University,
contributed to the move. With
on Friday, April 27, at 7.30 p.m.
president of the Friends of the
this second $1,000 being conin the University School
Library organization at the
tributed, this brings to a total
Auditorium. Five stage bands
annual meeting held Tuesday
(See Shrieers, Page (6)
from Dyersburg, Union City,
evening at the Calloway County
and Bolivar, Tenn., as well as
Public Library.
Senior Citizens To Sell
Murray High and Murray State,
Other officers named were
will be featured.
Dave Willis, vice-president;
Easter Gifts On Friday
All types of jazz, rock, and
Mrs.
Gedric
Paschall,
pop tunes will be performed by,
The Senior Citizens office,
secretary; Mrs. William Boyd,
'
the award-winning bands.
'located at 1620 West Main
treasurer; Mrs. Joe Sledd, Arlie
festival of this
first
the
is
This
on
open
be
Street,
will
Murray,
Scott, and Robert Hendon,
type ever staged in this area.
Friday, April 20, from two to
directors.
Each of the participating bands
Easter
of
four
p.m.
for
sale
the
president,
Hendon,
Robert
has won many honors in events
gifts.
presided at the meeting, Mrs.
held this year, as well as perGrogan,
Mrs.
Verona
Joe Sledd, secretary, read the
. J director, said handmade items
in several concerts.
forming
,
minutes.
suitable
and
for
Easter
Dr. Durwood Beatty
It was announced that a fence
ceramic pieces will be on sale
of cypress will be constructed screen as it 1HOURS CHANGED
equireetninimum during this two hour period.
of
part
the
northwestern
araund
boors for the Murray
The
can
upkeep and
be of service
the reading garden at the Public
-Brownie Swim Day on Saturimmediately, a spokesman
CANCELLED
SERVICE
Library by students of the said.
day, April 21, will be from 12
Due to conflicts in program
Vocational School.
Murray
noon to 1-30 p.m. instead of the
Mrs Margaret Trevathan, planning the Calloway County
Funds Lot the construction will
hours privoionsly.- -anauuncedlibrarian, reported that the ginisterial Association is very
and David
Murray High SchOers Math Team,com4posed if Bob Plnkstod, left, Ellen Querrerrnous,be derived from membership
Murray Brownies
landscaping of_. the grounds by sorry to announce that the Smith, ranked eleventh in the state of Kentucky on the National Math Test. Their teacher is Mrs. This is for
dues and Friends of the the
will be ten
charge
the
and
only
organization was thriving Easter Sunrise Service has been Alice Matthews. Only Murray High and Trigg County High from the First District reached the lop
Library The wooden fence was
cents per person.
twenty in the state.
cancelled for this year
(See Library: Page 16)
preferred over a boundary

Faxon Mothers Club Has

Friends of Library Organization
Elects Officers; Fence Planned

Chamber Annual Banquet
- Scheduled For Monday

MHS Bands
To Sponsor
‘I'Showcase'
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The Outstanding Civic Asset eta Ceimeammity
Is the I nteerity at its Newspaper

By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
I've received boxes of mail
on a recent article I wrote on
drugs. I feel for the first time
you, the reader, have responded sensibly and intelligently about the most important issue in America today:
the drug problem.
I introduced a plan, an idea,
a solution to the 'drug problem. I described to you the
vast amount of profit in the
dope racket. You and I know
the drug game is massive. I
estimate there are two to five
million addicts in our country.
stEhis mothAn addict will
te that 80
er for a fix. I

THURSDAY—APRIL IS, 073

Home Not Bad!
American military familes retiring and staying in Europe are encountering economic problems they
never dreamed of. Some make the inflation crisis at
home seem like a picnic.
For instance these families quickly discover that
canned foods are five to six times more expensive on
the European market, that pasteurized milk often
isn't available at any price, that refrigerated foods
and the means to refrigerate them, if they exist, are
well beyond the means of the average retiree. And
U.S. standard housing is available only to the
wealthy.
In Madrid, a box of tissues cost $1, cigarettes 60
cents a pack, a bottle of ketchup $1. A maid can be
hired for $15 a week but the high cost of almost
everything else usually eliminates that luxury.

Local residents have started an intense drive to
locate H. W. (Stub) Wilson, age 37, who vanished
April 6 after taking off in his plane from Gadsden,.
Ala.
Miss Donna Carole Seaford, daughter of Mrs.
Dolores Seaford, has been awarded a $200
scholarship to Murray State College by the Murray
Lions Club.
Jim Boone of the Corvette Lanes bowling team of
Murray is one of seven bowlers named tothe FourState Bowling League All-Star team.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Ann Hamilton, to James Ronald Watson.

son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Watson.
Three hit pitching of Ron Childress paced the
L,akers of Calloway County High School to a 3 to 0
win over visiting North Marshall yesterday.

"New-building going up at the intersection of
Chettnut and North 12th Streets," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
"Events of the MSC Year" will be the central
theme of the 1953 Murray State College Water
Carnival May 7 and 8 with Diana Otto Wales, senior
from Paducah as director.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Clarence Outland announce
the engagement of their daughter, Letricia, to Joe
Ryan Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burie H. Cooper.
"Ruby Gentry" with Jennifer Jones, Charlton
Heston, and Karl Malden is showing at the Varisty
Theatre.

For whosoever shall do the will of my Father
is in heaven, the same is iwy brother, and
sister, and mother.—Matthew 12:51.
Not status, position, nor honor,but simply whether
one does the will OfGOd will determine our
relationship to Christ.
which

•

by Carl Riblet Jr.
We live in an environment featuring two kinds of
water—cold water, which we don't like to get too
deep into, and hot wateai, which we can't seem to
stay out of.
"Man is born into trouble,
- as the sparks fly upward,"
—Job V, 7 c 325 B.C.
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'Bureaucratic Bumbling' Threatens
Loss To Oklahoma Gas, Oil Sources
Bureaucratic bumbling agencies have permitted
threatens the permanent loss to domestic producers to charge.
the nation's gasoline and
The huge multi-billion dollar
heating oil consumers upwards oil concerns have concentrated
of 1,500,000 barrels of oil a year on foreign production, while in
from Oklahoma alone.
the United States, 73 per cent of
This warning was given at the all the new oil and gas fields
all-state independent business were found by independent oil
conference today by Hal T. producers, yet the nation faces
Gibson, Executive Manager of severe disruptions in supply
the Oklahoma Independent ; with small companies and .inPetroleum Association. The dividuals dropping out of the
session in Oklahoma City *as business due to the adverse
sponsored by the National conditions under which they
Federation of Independent must operate. In the meantime,
the decline in the value of the
Business.
The speaker said that under dollar abroad, plus world
the present price structure 2,000 competition for supplies from
wells, currently producing from the Arab oil-producing nations
one to three barrels per day, by "hard currency" nations
would have to be plugged and will not only result in
abandoned. Once this is done, diminished oil imports, but
more
expensive
he 'said, this production, much
although marginal, will be lost petroleum products for the
domestic consumer.
forever.
Mr. Gibson claimed that oil
He also exploded the common
belief that "cheap oil" from the refineries are operating below
Mediterranean basin is landed full capacity due to the inability
on the U.S. East coast, pointing to secure crude petroleum.
governmental
to
Due
out that the price of this imported oil has been pegged regulations, the law of sun*
higher than the regulatory and demand is not permitted to

According to Boyle

More Remarks For
Harried Widower
By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK(AP) — Remarks a widower gets tired of
hearing:
"You'll love to meet her,
Joe—she's just your type."
"You've got to quit thinking
of the past. After all, you're
still a young man—comparatively speaking, anyway."
"Why don't you come eat
with us tonight, Joe? Me and
the missus aren't speaking, and
maybe you could help break
the deadlock."
"Listen, old pal, will you do a
buddy a favor? How about me
borrowing your apartment
tonight' You could go to the
movies or something."
"How's your love life, kid? A
guy with his own salary to
spend — I'll bet you have to
beat them away with a baseball
bat."
"You'll thank me later for introducing you to her, Joe. She
sews her own clothes and likes
opera."

"I'd like to go to the poker
game with you tonight, Joe, but
I can't. My wife and I are celebrating our 20th wedding anniversary."
"You're not the only one who
misses her, Mr. Joe. It's so
lonely now when I come to
clean your apartment. Every
minute I still keep expecting to
hear her call from another
room. She was a real lady."
"I don't blame you for not
rushing into another marriage,
Joe. I rushed into three of them
— and I'll probably die in
alimony jail."
"Aw, come on, Joe. Let's
stay and have a couple more.
You won't get bawled out if you
get home late."
"All you've got in your refrigerator is four pounds of
hamburger and three packages
of cottage cheese. Is that all
you ever fix yourself for dinner?"

"This is the second time
you've had us up here this
month, sir. Don't you know
you're not supposed to try_ to
flush hot grease and paper towels down the toilet simply because your sink is full of dishes"
'Did you ever think 'you
might be too particular, Joe?
You know you're not getting
any younger, and beggars can't
be,choosers."

Highway death rate
falls in 1912
The 1972 highway death rate
of 4:5 per 100 million 'miles of
mbb:tr vehicle travel was the
lowest in U.S history, the
Highway Users Federation
report.
In comparison, the rate was
47 in 197,1; 5.3 in 1962; 7.4 in
1952; and 15.1 in 1936.

III

Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

'Hm-nothing seems to make it much better.'

Nations where nationalism is rampant would he
enraged at a tiny news item from Britain: "Raleigh
Industries of America, a subsidiary of Tube Investments of Birmingham, England, is planning to
build a plant in Oklahoma to assemble bicycles from
imported parts; when fully operational the plant will
employ about 1,000 people."
We aren't offended at all. On the ccontrary, if
creating 1,000 jobs fog Americans is economic imperialism, let's have more of it.—Miami (Fla.)
Herald.

Court, the Congress, the Senate — all of those accepting
the taxpayers' money but not
accedang the responsibility to
stop the drug problem.
The leaders of our country
should back a law that would
say: "Anyone caught pushing
drugs will automatically receive the death penalty."
Our leaders should not wait
for public opinion to force a
law.
- 'peek for those who have
seen their sons or daughters,
grandsons or granddaughters
strung out on drugs.
We cannot run from the
drug problem. It will not go
away.

III

Half the people attempting overseas retirement
doggedly stick it out for about six months, then head
for home, where the living is easier even with our
high prices --Wichita Falls ( Tex. ) Record-News.

Bicycles Built For You

per cent of all crime is drug
connected. In a previous column I suggested a $1,000 reward "for the apprehension
and conviction of that slimy,
subliteuen,fanatical pusher,"
and a $5,000 to $10,000 reward
for his boss.
Each narcotics gangster
convicted should automatically receive the death
sentence.
I think it's time thatyou and
I, as taxpayers, as parents,
and as the loved cries ce dieted people, put a stop to the
drug racket.
Let's go a step further.
I challenge every government in this country, the
President, the Supreme

MSU Professor
To Participate
In Convention

operate in the oil industry, he
said
While he did not predict that
domestic production could be
increased to the point where it
Dr. James B. Carlin,
would fulfill domestic demands, associate professor at Murray
he said it would be possible to State University, will parnarrow the gap and make the ticipate in the Eighteenth
Arab oil-producing nations less Annual Convention of the Indifficult to deal with in the near ternational Reading
Association, May 1-4 in Denver,
future.
Mr. Gibson is no stranger to Colorado. He will serve aa
the constant conflict between resource person for a
te independent exponents of microworkshop entitled
free enterprise and the neo- "Validity and Utility of ITPicas
monopolies. A graduate from an Instrument for Reading
Vanderbilt, he won his LLB and Diagnosis." Dr. Carlin has
Master's Degree from George served as corresponding
Washington Universey.
secretary of the Murray Area
He was a special attorney in Council of IRA.
the Antitrust Division of the
Over 10,000 teachers, reading
United States Department of specialists, administrators, and
Justice during the tenure of librarians are expected for this
Thurman Arnold, who not only year's convention which will
established a record for length focus
on
the
theme
of service as the nation's chief "READING—Power to the
"trust buster" holding the office Pupil." A wide variety of
for five years, but he is also meetings—almost 170—on
credited with being one of the reading and related fields have
most aggressive antitrust of- been slated.
ficials to hold office in
Key speakers include MarWashington. Following this shall MeLuttan, author of The
service, Gibson served as an Medium is the Massage; David
large Cudhea, managing editor of
executive
in
a
manufacturing corporation and Saturday Review of Education;
with an electrical utility.
Alex Haley; who wrote The
The all day conference, the Autobiow aphy of ?Aalcoln X;
first all-state conference ever and Alvin Toffler, author of
held by the National Federation Future Shock. Also featured
of Independent Business in it's will be poet, short story writer,
30 year history was called for and novelist Jesse Stuart and
the purpose of devising means children's author and illustrator
of building the economy of the Ellen Raskin. ••
state following the losses of
The InternatiOnid Reading
Federal funds due to the "new Association, which publishes
-Federalism."
The Reading Teacher Journal
Governer
David Hall, of Reading, and Reading
Congressman Tom Steed, Research Quarterly, is a
McCormick, professional association for
Robert
L.
president of the Stillwater teachers, administrators,
National Bank, and Wilson 'librarians, psychologists,
Johnson, president of the parents, and others concerned
National Federation of In- with the improvement of
dependent Business, were reading and reading inamong the other speakers and struction. It has 55,000 members
discussion leaders.
and subscribers in 10 countries.

What are the specific impacts
of abruptly separating a newborn infant from his mother
soon after he has established a
clok relationship with her?
What effect might the separation have upon his physical and
social development in later
years?
These are very diffizult questions, yet research must try to
find answers to them—and one
method is by studying animals
as models for human phenomena. Such studies can bring
us information useful in understanding, far better than we do
now, what can and does happen
in human situations.
Scientists at New York's
- Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center are exploring such
issues and questions in animal
studies now underway through
grant support from the National
Institute of Mental Health.
By understanding how removal of an animal from its
mother may affect such factors
as heart rate, sleep patterns,
and chemical functior jri the
body, they hope to learn more
about, the role the human
moth& plays in the development 'of her child.
It is known that mother loss
can cause changes in appearance, posture, sleep, and behavior of infants_ But two factors
must be systematically explored:
What are the physiological
processes
underlying
these
changes? What factors aid in

lii

recovery in scme casts but do
not prevent prolonged illness
and depression in others?
The study is seeking to get al
these factors, conducting research with animals during the
early period of separation from
the mother, during the time of
adaptation or recovery from the
loss, and in adulthood.
Hopefully, the animal studies
may suggest ways and means of
reversing or preventing responses to biological processes.which lead to increased risk of
illness---illness know to occur in
persons recently displaced from
social relationships, important
goals, and familiar environment.

Israelis expected
to export rifle
The Israeli Defense Ministry has had several requests
to test its new assault rifle,
the Galilee, and is expected to
export if after first equipping
its own army.
The Galilee weighs 9 pounds
and tires 650 rounds a minute
at a range of 550 yards.
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WHIFtLY BIRD BABY
A 21-year-old Belgian wornan gave birth to a son in a
helicopter flying her from a
skiing center in Haute Provence to a hospital in Digne.
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Childrens Movie Sat. 1 til 3 p.m.
"YOUNG BILLY YOUNG" All Seats 75'
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Happy
Easter!

Now is a good time
to buy one for a
graduation gift!
9.95

Valu

DEMONSTRATOR RAZOR

RIGHTGUARD
.
DEODORANT

."
. RIGHT GUARD
QEODORANT
With FREE Inc II Razor

PANTY HOSE

r#3
'
••

.sa •—•••

•• Sylvania

•
•
•
•

•
••

FLASH
CUBES

Perfect Pictures Every Time!

• Give your
•
• favorite Bunny
•
• a Beautiful Gift
•

One Size Fits All
•from
1/All Colors 99' Value
our Gift
•
,/ Nude Heel
•
• •
4i.w Shoppe, or
•

•

:
•

••••••••—
one of our Candy Filled Easter Novelties!

.•*;;NPAvi:N.
,i4Timex •••
Watches
•

Many Styles

-Yreziil I 111§ 4t1;

flwrrmr

250/t. Have you selected your Easter Cards and Table Decorations?m

•* Mens,
• Womens
• . and Novelties

.•

Trucks - Baskets Easter Candies of
—11
All Kinds- Come in and
•
vo
a
•
r.
v.
P
.
rilwititrrp IrMittior raTimmt
'vivo
select from our fine array! INIARTMITTR MITITYMMI TfitTMTirm

OFF REGULAR •
RETAIL PRICE ••
•

Select yours today-from our Complete and Beautiful Easter
and All Occasion Cards and Supplies by Laurel!!
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Miss Krista Erwin and Jan Reece Vance
Exchange Wedding Vows In Ceremony At
South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church

Pierce-Stallons Vows To Be Read

If you're sewing with the
newer synthetic fabrics, be sure
you are using a good pair of
shears which have sharp blades
with a cutting edge that will
stay sharp longer.
This advice comes from
Helen Rader, a University of
Tennessee clothing specialist,
who says that using top quality
shears will eliminate those
haggled edges which are often
the result of using:dull shears.
It's much more difficult to cut
today's fabrics than the cotton
and wool fabrics which were
used mainly in the past," says
Miss Rader.
She recommends that when
you select shears, keep quality
and durability uppermost in
your mind. Manufacturers are
using a tougher steel, so shears
do stay sharp longer. Also,
some of the newer metal alloys
appear to be lighter in weight.
This makes cutting heavier
fabrics easier on the hands

The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church was
the setting for the April 6th
wedding ceremony of Miss
Krista Erwin to Jan fleece
Vance.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Buren F. Erwin of
Hazel, Route One and the groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.James
Vance of Almo Route One.

Miss Doris Ann Pierce
Mr and Mrs. FreIon Pierce of Kirksey Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Doris
Ann,to Rodney Dale Stations, son of Mr.and Mrs. Walton Stallons
of Murray
The bride-elect is a student at Calloway County High School.
Mr.Stallons, a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed by the Kroger Company.
The wedding has been planned for Friday. June 1, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Kirksey Baptist Church with Rev.
Pete Carlisle performing the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend as no invitations
will be sent.

Checklist for newlyweds
Even after the carefully
planned wedding and honeymoon are over, there are a
few loose ends to be tied.
Some items not to be forgotten during the "settling in"
after the honeymoon include:
—Notifying parents and
family that you're home and
thanking them again for their
co-operataxi in your wedding.
__oleclung wedding gifts.

Mrs. James Owen
Opens Home For
Circle Meeting

If by chance you got one ot
those famous white elephants
• -.dona dillydally. Get it back
to the store right away.
—Selecting wedding photos
and advising the photographer of your choices.
—Changing addresses on
drivers's license, charge
plates, insurance policies,etc.
—Re-thinking' insurance
and medical plans to cover
your new status.
V

Mrs. J B. Burkeen

Phase 754.1917 es 111-4147

Murray Singer
Sewing-Center
is pleased to announce that we-now
carry

VoguineAlfstc:illerns
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5323

.

8x10
only

Oen

white carnations, and daisies
accented with baby's breath
and ivy.
Miss Lynn Erwin,sister of the
bride, was the matron of honor
and only attendant. Her dress
was floor length of green
organize witha white dot in it. It
was made similar to the bride's
gown with the exceptions of the
bodice being trimmed with
Rev. A. H. McLeod performed white daisies also, at the
the double ring ceremony neckline, around the band of the
full sheer sleeve, and around
before an altar of baskets of
the hemline of the gown. Her
white gladioli. On either side of
head peice of the same fabric as
the altar was a white spiral
the dress was a bow with
candelabrum.
shoulder length silk illusior
A program of nuptial music attached to the bow.
was presented by Mrs. Olivene
She carried a basket of white
Erwin organist, and Mrs. and yellow daisies and baby's
Blondivene Cook, vocalist.
breath.
Joey Williams served as best
Bride's Dress
man for Mr. Vance. The ushers
The bride was given in were Mike Adams and David
marriage by her father. She Norsworthy, friends of the
was attired in a floor4ength groom.
Mrs. Erwin, mother of the
gown of white bridal satin with
an empire waist. The fitted bride wore a floor length auqua
bodice was covered with lace, crepe dress with white acaccented with tiny seed pearls cessories. Her corsage was a
around the bottom of the bodice pink carnation.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
and the sleeve was full with a
band at the wrist. The band was Vance, wore a full length dress
covered in lace and tiny pearls. of deep pink bottom, and pastel
She wore a lace covered Juliet bodice. Her accessories were
cap with an elbow-length veil of white. Her corsage was white
silk illusion. Her gown was carnations.
The guest register was kept
made by the bride's aunt.
She carried a nosegay of by Miss Leah Vance, sister of
the groom. The table was
covered with a white cloth
centered with a white bud vase
with a yellow carnation.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
Mrs. James G. Owen was
hostess for the April meeting of
the Ruth Wilson circle of the
United Methodist Women of the
First Church held at her home
on North 20th Street, Mrs.
Thomas Williams was cohostess.
Key
Humphrey
Mrs.
The devotion was given by
program at the
presented
the
Mrs. J.B. Wilson who used as
tipture's Palette
her subject "Trees." Mrs. meeting of the
held at the
Wilson read poems about trees Garden Club
on WedCenter
Community
by Cushman and used portions
nesday, April 4, at one-thirty
of Psalms, 1st chapter and
o'clock in the afternoon.
Jeremiah, 17th chapter.
"April Calendar" was the
A most interesting program
subject
of her lesson She said
on the American Indian was led
season for
by Mrs. George Fielder. Mrs. this is the peak
and the
garden
the
for
caring
Fielder used Malachi 2nd
can be
seeds
many
as
yard
Chapter, 10th verse as the
foliage
scripture and was assisted in sown, plants set out, and
MTS. Key
the program by Mrs. Harold of roses sprayed.
when using spray
Doug lass and Mrs. W.P. urged caution
and nsged to read the inRussell.
and not to
A short business session was structions carefully
She said
day.
windy
on
a
spray
Fortin
held in which Mrs. John
flowering
spring
all
prune
to
presided in the absence of the
blossoms have
president, Mrs. Maurice plants and after
Humphrey. The circle decided been shed.
Mrs. Key reminded the
to send a plant to shut-in friends
members to water houseplants
for Easter.
Refreshments were served to several hours before they are
lifted out of the pots. She said
the 17 members present.
this was the month also to plant
many vegetables.
VISIT IN FLORIDA
Members brought fresh
Jimmy Edwards, Mr. and flowers to the meeting. Several
Mrs. Twyman Edwards, and different types of arrangements
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Work- were made and then discussed.
Hrown, president,
Pftr'r
a visit with their sister, presided. Ian. Charlie Stubdaughter, and niece, Mrs. blefield, hostess, served
Herman
Robertson, Mr. refreshments. Also present
Robertson and children, Dale, were Mrs. R.Q. Knight, Mrs.
Rochelle, and LaDawn, of Kenton Millar, Mrs. Cletus
Robinson, sad Mrs. Lola Fisk.
Winter Haven, Fla.

reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
decorated with a green cloth
covered with net and attached
at each side of the table were
yellow bells. The center of the
table held a bowl of white and
yellow daisies with two white
doves on either side. The three
tired cake was decorated with
white wedding bells with
touches of yellow and green. On
top of the cake were three
wedding bells with pearls
around the edge of the bells.
Those serving were Mrs.

Rehearsal Party
Mr. and Mrs. James Vance,
parents of the groom, entertained the wedding party
with a party following the
wedding rehearsal. The party
was held at their lovely home on
U. S. Highway 641 North.
if ituf
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CENTRAL

CENTRAL

CENTER
starts Today

CINEMAS

For Showtime Phone

or The Finest in Movie Entertainment

753-0881

* BEGINS TODAY *

•*

Grand Opening Easter weekend of

Mrs. Sheree Parker was
hostess for the April meeting of
the Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church. Mrs.
Sue Wynn served as cohostess.
The co-chairman, Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins, presided.
Mrs. June Cottrell gave the
devotion arid Mrs. Kaye Doran
led in prayer for missionaries
on the calendar of prayer. '250lbs.
Mrs. Doran reported that two
of loveable
tapes of devotions have been
*
trouble
made for senior citizens and one
named
is being taken to Fern Terrace.
Mrs. Janet Phillips was elected
to fill a vacancy as prayer
chairman.
Tbe program on the "Middle
East" was led by Mrs. Wilkins.
After the program the group
asked the prayer chairrhan to
write to the Bevins
Eastman Color
missionaries to Israel.
Refreshments were served by
MIMI/ ANIMUS 1
hGt S abseii it o
ipol
the hostesses. The group made
matchstick crosses to be taken
to shut-ins around Easter.
A film for the whole tam4.filmed entirely in the Saps Alps
Those
present
were *
Mesdames Kaye Doran, Diannu
MARSHALL THOMPSON JACK MULLANEY INGE SCHONER
McCutrhen, Donna Hedges,
aria:4E0R6E"rfr.
ioreAbit mist,/
*
Margaret Wilkins, Donna
Reed, Connie White, Sheree
Parker, Janet Phillips, Chris
Melton, and June Cottrell.

SATURDAY DINNER
Veal Chops
Noodles
Broccoli
Salad Bowl
Easy Banana Cream Pie
EASY BANANA CREAM
PIE
Serve the same day it Is
made
1 package (4 serving size vanilla-flavor pudding and pie filling
Milk
1/4 teaspoo&vanilla
3 ripe bananas
Orange Juice
Baked 8-inch pie shell
1/2 cup heavy creain ,,oupped,
slightly sweetened and flavored with vanilla
Cook pudding according to
package directions using the
amount of milk called for stir
in vanilla. cool 5 minutes Peel
and slice bananas and dip in
orange Juice to prevent darkening Place alternate layers of
bananas and pudding in pie
shell Top with cream Chill

Judith Jackson, Mrs. Ilee
Wisehart, Mrs. Ester Morton,
Mrs Opal Turbyfill, Mrs.
Jennifer Phillips, and Miss
Debbie Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance are now
residing in Murray on North
17th and Hamilton.

• WAtisust**1143t 4-*4-4444--IF 4(4-4- 20- *

Miss Vicky Li
The Bride Of
Double Ring

Mr. and Mrs. Jan Reece Vance

IGI

Hours: 11-7

COOKING
IS FUN

Fabrics Need •
Sharp Shears

PAGE FIVE

Seiler
let me blow
my own nose,
please!

The sanctuary co
Pi
Cumberland
Church was the set
wedding ceremony
Vicky Lucretia
daughter of Mr. an
Roberts, Old Bet
Paducah, and Mid.
Holton, son of Mr
Henry E. Holton, P
Murray.
Rev. Paul Belt pe
double ring ceremc
o'clock in the
Saturday. April 7.
A program of nt
was presented
Williams, organist
Mumrnert, vocalist
The wedding part
before the altar del
a topiary wedding
top of the arch wei
doves surrounded t
valley, and down
were blue, green,
daisies. On either
altar was a brass
cielabrurn.
The piano and
decorated with
arrangement cont
cut daisies and IA
The family pews
with lily of the vall
white streamers. E
contained one whiU
leather
Bride's,D
The bride, given
by her parents, wa
the altar by her Is
entered the san
paused to give
long stern red r
leaving the altar sl
her mother-in-law
stem red rose.
She wore a floor
of white bridal si
empire waist. The
gown had a t
embroidered Chi
with a high neckli
with a ruffle arouni
neckline. The a-lir
long full sleeves wi
the wrist. The bad
was enhanced with
train embossed
ruffle. She wore
pearls given to her
gift from the groo
The headpiete
cap accented
seeded with pear
length veil was tri
same lace as tta
carried a cascac
green, and blue dai
with a white orchl
breath with sires
love knots.
Mrs. Michael D
as her sister's
tendant. Mrs. Ri
served as matron
Miss Sally Roberts
of the bride, serve
honor. The bride
Miss Pat Holton,
groom, Miss St
cousin of the bril
Charles Walraven
They wore id
length gowns of bl
dotteciSwist,The.i
featured a V-necl
and back with
sleeves. The neck
of the dress were
wide lace trim.
Their headpiecl
white floppy hats
satin ribbon to
dresses They car
of blue, white and
accented with b
and blue and grei
Each attendant
pearl given to I
bride.
Miss Christie De
the bride, was flo

d*
*
I
*
*
*
*
*
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Miss Vicky Lucretia Roberts Becomes
The Bride Of Michael Andrew Holton In

Surprise E_'e(sonal
Shower Given For
Vickie McCuiston

_Easter
Papade of-Gifts
ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
— EVERY HOUR — Fri. and Sat.Only
— FREE REFRESHMENTS —

Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at eight p.m. at
the Lodge Hall.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Lodge Hall.

et"

STUDIO ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBEV

and Youth Rally will be at the
Calloway County High School
am at seven p.m. with the
United Pentecostal Church as
host.
Easter Egg Hunt for preschool through third grade
children of members of MurrayCalloway Country Club will be
from 10 to 11 a.m. at the
clubhouse. Each member is
asked to bring three eggs to
hide.
April dance at the
Murray-Calloway Country
Club will be from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. with the music by
"Stump Daddy." Tickets
are $7.00 per couple and no
reservations are
necessary.

Murray Brownie Swim Day
will be at the Murray State
University Pool from one to two
p.m. with a charge of ten cents
for each Brownie.

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at two p.m. at the club
house. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Max Hurt, J.A.
Outland, Carl Harrison, and
Felix R. Moss.

Clean up day will be held at
New Concord Cemetery. All
interested persons are urged to
come early with their tools.
The Young Teenagers Club
will have a bake sale in front of
the Big K Department Store and
also at 401 Ash Street starting at
nine a.m.

The Murray Secretaries
Association will have its
Executive Night Banquet at the
MSU Student Union building at
6:30 p.m.

Benefit Musical Show to
finance New Concord 4-H Talent
Act's trip to perform at the
Kentucky State Fair will be held
Pam Cunningham, piano, at New Concord School at seven
Sturgis, will be presented in her p.m.
senior recital at seven p.rn, in
Western Section of the
the Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Kentucky District Fellowship
The MSU Orchestra Concert,
conducted by Neale Mason, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.

Sunday, April 22
Rev. and Mrs. B.R. Winchester will be honored with a
reception at the educational
building of the Hazel Baptist
Church from 2:30 to five p.m.
All friends and relatives are
invited.

The Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven p.m.

Mrs. Michael Andrew Holton
and Mrs. Gene McCutcheon,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hutson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Melugin, Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Cooper, Dr. and
Mrs. David Roos, Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Leslie, Ws. Ella Mae
Quertermous, Mrs. Patricia
Miller, Mr. and Mrs Albert
Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Carman, Mrs. William Porter,
Miss Emily Porter, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., •
Mrs. Charles
Mr. and
McKenney, all of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. John Mummert, Lisa
and Valley Mummert, Emily
Long, Gloria Fancher, and Judy

Winchester, all of Memphis,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cagle, Mrs. Clinton Carr, Mims
Mary Carr, Mrs. John Blair,
Miss Vicki Blair, and Miss Sara
Blair.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E.
Holton, parents of the groom,
entertained members of the
wedding party with a rehearsal
dinner at the Ramada Inn,
Paducah, on Friday evening,
April 6.
The bridesmaids' luncheon
was held by the bride at the
home of her parents.
......^1
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Dodging the IRS
can be taxing
By Abigalt-Van Buren

DEAR JANE,: If you can't talk some sense Into his
head, confide in your lawyer and ask kim to. If be 'feses
up. the penalty will be considerably tighter than if the feds
catch him.
DEAR ABBY: Listen to this. A friend of mine is pregnant and some of her friends are getting together to give
her a baby shower. This woman is 44 years old, soon to be
45. and she has six children and is a grandmother to boot.
[Her oldest is 23 and her youngest is 121. I say its ridiculous to give a shower for a woman this age Some of my
friends disagree with me What do you say?
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: I see nothing ridiculous about it. On
the contrary. I can't think of anyone who could use the lift
more.

DEAR ABBY: The letter about "Jane," who was convinced that she should take care of her elderly father has
haunted me.
I am 60, and God forbid that any of my children should
ever have to "take care" of me. I want my children to
remember me as a strong person who is capable of taking
care of himself. I never want to live with. any of my
children. It would present all kinds of problems and I'd feel
guilty.
Just give me a room in a good clean ntirsing home
where I can have my own corner, forget responsibility and
can be served without feeling that I'm imposing. I don..
want to worry about illnesses, family quarrels, or the
grandchildren's grades. I've been thru all that. Give me
peace.
Don't forget me, tho. Call and write now and then And
Invite me for Sunday dinner occasionally. Let me entertain
you in my room. Slut please, don't try to "take care" of
me. Let me retain' some dignity in my old sage •
GETTING THERE
DEAR ABBY: You goofed when you referred to the
marriage of the 40-year-old nurse to a 22-year-old man as
a "May-December" marriage. It's scarcely September for io
gals in our forties
ALSO THERE IN CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your die*,
For a personal reply, write in ABBY: Rail No. MM. L
antla. ,Eisclooe stamped. milmddreosed cevelege..
please.

Monday, April 23
The Blood River Baptist
WMU will meet at the Kirksey
Baptist Church at seven D.m.
with Jagdish D. Dassani, MSU
student from India, as speaker.

Marsha Stallons Is
Honored At Party
At The Cook Home
Miss Marsha Stallons of
Murray, bride-elect of William
Horton, was honored at a
cleverly-planned morning party
and kitchen shower held
Saturday morning, April 14, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cook, Mayfield.
Hostesses for the party were
Miss Nancy Cook and Miss
Caroline Cook Centering the
an
was
table
serving
arrangement of red geraniums
in a black container.
The guest list included Miss
Stallons, her mother, Mrs.
Marshall Stallons, Mrs. William
Horton, Miss Rayetta Stallons,
Miss Lillie Wilson, Mrs. Gerald
Wilson, Miss Nancy Carol
Barger, Miss Iris Shreve, Miss
Cynthia Cash, Mrs. Jackie
Matheny, Mrs. Keith Crouch,
Mrs. Dennie Griffin, Miss Jon
Clymer, Miss Debbie Bennett,
Miss Candace Cunningham,
Miss Marion Dublin, Miss Pam
Elliott, Miss Susan Hill, Miss
Shelia Ned-row, Miss Paula
Phillip's, Miss Lynn Sanderson,
Miss Alyce Stanley, Mist
LaDonna Willie, Miss Kathy
Usher, Miss Debbie Parrott,
Miss Card! King, Mrs. Betty
Marye,
Mrs. Jackie Lykins, Miss
Kathy Bloom, Mrs. William
Kent, Miss Sue McCoort, of
Murray and Mrs. Beatrice
Redford, Arlington.

The Lynn Grove PTC will
meet at 7:30 p.m. with Dr. Jim
McDW as speaker.

FBIRTHS4
CARRA WAY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Carraway of Hazel are the
parents of a baby girl,
Stephanie Caroline, weighing
six pounds nine ounces, born on
Friday, April 13, at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
Maternal grandparents are
Mrs. Merrell Coleman and th
late Mr. Coleman of Paris,
Tenn. Paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Leo Carraway
of Murray.

Friday, April 20
Murray Quota Club will
sponsor a rummage sale at the
American Legion Hall from six
a in to one p.m.
Saturday, April 21
The Hazel School Alumni
Association will have its annual
reunion at the Murray Woman's
Club House at seven p.m. All
graduates including those from
the 8th grade since consolidation are urged to attend.
Reservations should be made
with Gerald Coles or Hubert
Barrow.
The Tony Fontane Story film
will be shown at the Memorial
Baptist Church at seven p.m.

DECORATINg FOR the Monte Carlo Dance for members of the
Murray County Chth are Mrs. Sue Morris and'Mrs. Colinne
Stripling. The dance will be at the club on Saturday, April 21. at
nine p.m. and all members are urged to attend.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Rubin (Gracei James is
a patient in Room 5202, Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. 37212, where she underwent surgery.

$1,000,000
rabrifie
STOCK RoDucTlopaSAILE!
tT

FABRIC

DEAR ABBY: My husband owns a very successful
business. He is a devoted, faithful husband and a wonderful
father. All my friends think I'm the luckiest woman in the
World. I would be, if it weren't for the fact that I am
terrified that my husband will go to prison for income tax
evasion.
He hasn't paid any taxes in six years. At first he really
didn't have the money at tax time. The next year he put off
filing until it was too late. The third year he didn't need an
excuse. Now he says he knows plenty of others who don't
pay any taxes:no why should he?
I have talked to him until I'm blue in the face. Now he
refuses to even discuss it.
Abby, I am worried sick that with the new computer
system they •*.vill soon catch up with him. What can I do?
JANE DOE

'1 •

MERLE noRmAn
COSMETIC STUDIO

An Easter Egg Hunt will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
one p.m. with Glenda Wilson,
Linda Cooper, and Shirley
Grasty as hostesses.
Slave Day will be held by the
Senior Class of Calloway County
High School with proceeds to go
for Senior Prom expenses. For
odd Jobs call 753-5479 or 753-8141
after 7:30 a.m.

Thursday, April 19
The Hazel PTC will meet at
seven p.m. at the school with
the executive board to meet at
6:30 p.m.

Double Ring Ceremony, Woodlawn Church
The sanctuary of Woodlawn wort a floor length gown
Cumberland
Presbyterian idenacal to those of the other
Church was the setting for the attendants and carried a white
wedding ceremony uniting Miss wicker basket with blue
Vicky
Lucretia
Roberts, streamers and filled with We
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ced1 and green rose petals.
Roberts, Old Benton Road,
Master Michael Dane Dr rine,
Paducah, and Michael Andrew Jr., nephew of the bride, served
Holton, son of Mr. and Mrs. as ringbearer. He carried the
Henry E. Holton, Poplar Street rings of the bride and groom on
Murray.
a white heart shaped satin
Rev. Paul Belt performed the pillow.
double ring ceremony at seven
Attending the groom as best
o'clock in the evening on man was Ronnie Hutson of
Saturday, April 7.
Murray.
Groomsmen were Gene
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Dean McCutcheon of Murray, Billy
Williams, organist, and John Roberts, brother of the bride,
Len Fowler, and Dannie
Mummert, vocalist.
The wedding party assembled Ramage, mu _sins of the bride,
before the altar decorated with and Michael Dane Devine, Sr.,
a topiary wedding arch. At the brother-in-law of the bride.
Mrs. Roberts, mother of the
top of the arch were two white
doves surrounded by lily of the bride, wore a spring green floor
valley, and down both sides length double knit dress with
were blue, green, and white matching coat and accessories.
daisies. On either side of the She wore a green orchid with
altar was a brass spiral can- white streamers.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
delabrum.
The piano and organ were Holton, was attired in a peacock
decorated with a floral blue floor length dress with
arrangement containing fresh matching accessories. Her
cut daisies and baby's breath. corsage was a white orchid with
The family pews were marked white streamers.
Mrs. Verna Roberts, grandwith lily of the valley with long
white streamers. Each window mother of the bride, wore a floor
contained one white taper and a length dress of pale blue and
had black patent accessories.
leather leaf.
She wore a corsage of pink
Bride's Dre9
The bride, given irI marriage carnations with blue ribbons.
Reception
by her parents, was escorted to
Following the ceremony a
the altar by her father. As she
entered the sanctuary she reception was held in the
paused to give her mother a fellowship hall of the church.
long stem red rose and on The reception was catered by
leaving the altar she presented Mr. and Mrs. John Mummert of
her mother-in-law with a long Memphis, Tenn.
assisting with the
Those
stem red rose.
She wore a floor length gown serving were Miss Cherri
of white bridal satin with an Fowler, Miss Carolyn Schmitt,
empire waist. The front of the Mrs. Buford Coursey, Mrs.
gown had a bib of re- William McNeill, and Mrs.
embroidered Chantilly lace Mickey Ashley.
Serving at the guest register
with a high neckline accented
with a ruffle around the bib and was Laura Strom. Misses Tina
neckline. The a-line gown had Coursey and Stacie .Fowler
long full sleeves with a ruffle at passed out rice bags at the
the wrist. The back of the gown reception. Mrs. James Devine
was enhanced with a full chapel was hostess for the wedding.
train embossed with a wide Serving as ushers were William
ruffle. She wore a string of McNeill, Jr., and Richard
pearls given to her as a wedding Gram.
After the reception the couple
gift from the groom.
The headpiece was a Juliet left for a wedding tripto Florida
cap accented with daisies with the bride wearing a ,pale
seeded with pearls. The full blue knit pant suit and a havy
length veil was trimmed in the knit blouse with navy acsame lace as the dress. She cessories and the orchid from
carried a cascade of white, her bridal bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Holton are
green, and blue daisies centered
with a white orchid and baby's making their home in Murray.
Out of town guests included
breath with streamers tied in
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred Wood, Mr.
love knots.
Mrs. Michael Devine served
as her sister's personal attendant. Mrs. Richard Grans
served as matron of honor and
Miss Sally Roberts, also a sister
of the bride, served as maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Pat Holton, sister of the
Miss Vickie Karen Mcgroom, Miss Sherri Cagle,
Cuiston, May Ilth bride-elect of
cousin of the bride, and Mrs.
Larry -Gene McCarty, was
Charles Walraven.
honored with a surprise perThey wore identical floor
sonal shower held at the home
length gowns of blue and green
of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Billy
dottedSwiss...The.empine.waists 141CCuiston, on Thursday affeatured a V-neckline in front ternoon, April 12.
and back with short puffed
The hostesses for the special
sleeves. The neckline and back
occasion were Mrs. McCuiston
of the dress were trimmed with and Mrs. Margie Washer,
wide lace trim.
cousin of the bride-elect.
Their headpieces were large
Old school friends and close
white floppy hats trimmed with family friends were present to
satin ribbon to match their give gifts to the honoree.
dresses. They carried nosegays Several persons sent gifts later
of blue, white and green daisies who could not attend.
accented with baby's breath
Among those from out of town
and blue and green streamers. sending gifts were Mrs. Sharon
Each attendant wore a drop Bucy Christy of Fort Walton
pearl given to them by the Beach, Fla., and Miss Myra Jo
bride.
Bucy.
Delightful refreshments were
Miss Christie Devine, niece of
the bride, was flower girl. She served by the hostesses.
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•nig daily Fabulous reductions we re nevef OfLeftfil Id now...fabulous reduc•
beautiful new fabric at
s a n all merchandise is priced for selloutl'
tions you may never see again So be there wit

DOUBLE KNIT
EXTRA::

88

Fantastic Value' Our entire stock of MO', polyester
double knits has been drastically reduced for our
Si 000,000 Stock Rcductton Sale! Thousands of
yards, endless colors and designs, 60'' wide and all
on full bolts. Crepes, Jacquards, Two Tones, Mutt,.
colored Prints, Twills & more...they're all on sole at
Fabri fi c no w t

YARD

Reg. s3,99

TROPICAL CREPE

elt Squares

RINTS&SOLID
12.99
$199
and
toned
hued, ideal
hr spring arid lumen Cr
priced for ideal savings'
Acryl,c Crepe,
100%
machine
wide,
45washable.
Vibrantly
tropically

blend of 50 per cent rayon and 50 per cent
wool. 9" x 12" in size. Choose from several
colors for those creative holiday
decorations

1 2'ea

S13101.01111 Steak WeluctioR Sale

a
POLY&COTT • It

KNITS sprig-

Fashionable knits in
handy
dressmaker
for
perfect
lengths,
spring & summer. Select
100a polyester,
from
)00°0 cotton, or poly.
Cite, & cotton blend's
Washable prints & sol
ids, 45- wide

fab
FABRLC

$ 1.99

460
JERSEY &LOOP
values to
Select trear a forge
of
loop
assortment
$1.99
knits, ply knits, otto

KNITS

hicks, lersey arrests &
lambskin knits. They're
'
o acetate
easy CO, 100
Of 100*, triacetale, and
all on full bolts 45wade--

YARD

Center Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6:00
am. Uncle Jeffs Shopping
— CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY —
Phone 753-0255
Prices Good thru Wed., April 25

e

cENTERs

'YARD
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Farm Operator Determined To
Defend Expensive Meat Prices
By SY RAMSEY .
Associated Press Writer
VERSAILIF-S, Ky. (AP) Mrs. Robert A. Porter seems
determined to tell the world
that meat prices are high because of a natural process and
that the farmer deserves better
than grumbling from consumers.
She operates a 215-acre farm
with 50 cows, two bulls and a
conviction that despite the intangible rewards of country
life, farming usually is a losing
proposition financially.
For the past decade Mrs.
Porter has lived on her land in
the picturesque Troy community 105 miles south of here,
and now she is one of the organizers of Wives of Local
Farmers (WOLF) in Woodford
County.
"I want to emphasize that
this is no offshoot of women's
lib," she said. "We're doing
this because our husbands are
too busy. Women can also explain it better."
Her husband is a scientist
who spends much of his time in
Washington on research contracts and her three children
attend college.
"There's not a farm wife
alive who can't tell ( all concerned) not only why prices are
this high, but why they have to
stay this way or there won't be
any farmers left," Mrs. Porter
said.
Basically, she attributes increased meat prices to the fluctuations of demand and supply,
sees no hope of permanently
lower prices and complains
about what she calls the widespread public ignorance and
misconception of the farmer
and his problems.

"There's not a fernier who
doesn't know how others in our
society live, if only from television," Mrs. Porter said. "But
to others the farmer is still
'green acres' or 'hee haw.' The
whole view is that of a bumbling servant who is lucky to get
what he does."
Mrs. Porter, a former member of the Women's Army
Corps, is well-read, articulate
and fond of pulling statistics
from farm magazines. Some
samples:
Farmers have not had a
"wage" increase since 1952.
The number of farmers has
dipped to only 5 per cent of the
nation's population. The average age of the farmer is 52,
which means he has only eight
working years left.
Of course, she added, farmers' children simply are not
carrying on the work, but going
elsewhere for opportunity. This
is riot a magazine statistic, she
said, but was gathered from
personal observations by WOLF
members.
Mrs. Porter was Republican
party chairman in Woodford
County, but resigned to avoid
any implication of politics in
her crusade for higher meat
prices.
A couple of weeks ago, when
former Vice President Hubert
Humphrey spoke at a rural development conference at Lexington, she and the housewives
formed a caravan, passed out
literature and handed Humphrey and U.S. Sen. Walter Huddleston letters on their views.
More activity is planned this
week.
Mrs. Porter was scheduled to
air her opinions today during a
meeting of the governor's Corn-

mission on Agriculture in the
state capitol.
On Saturday they plan another caravan from Versailles to a
couple of busy shopping centers
at Lexington.
Where does the Woodford
County group hope to go from
there?
"To Washington," Mrs Porter said.

Breadwinner wives
get more pay
than husbands
,The Census Bureau's statistics show that in 1970, 3,200.000
wives 17.4 per cent ) earned
more than their husbands, an
increase -from 1960 when the
proportion was 5.7 per cent.
Of the 3,200,000 wives bringing in more money than their
husbands, most were in the
clerical professions, with the
next largest group in the professional and technical fields.

Carroll Discloses Financial Statement

EPA Says Automakers
Took Expensive Route

Tax Refunds
May Take Weeks

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Internal Revenue Service says
Protection
late-filing taxpayers will have Environmental
to wait at least six to seven Agency says the antipollution
weeks before any refund checks method chosen by U.S. autodue them are put in the mail.
makers could cost the public up
An IRS spokesman said Tues- to $147 billion more in the next
day the vast majority of tax- decade than available foreign
refund checks should be proc- engine designs.
essed and sent out by the end
"It's a pretty expensive opof May.
tion that the American auto inBut some may take longer, so dustry has chosen," comany taxpayer who has failed to mented Sen. Edmund S. Musreceive an expected refund by lue, D-Maine, when EPA offithat time should wait until mid- cials disclosed their estimates
June before contacting the IRS Tuesday in hearings before his
service center where he filed Mr and Water Pollution subhis return, the agency added.
committee.
Latest figures by the IRS
Muskie wondered why U.S.
show that almost $10 billion in automakers had not, over the
refunds will be mailed out dur- past 20 years, developed new
ing the next two months.
engines instead of hanging on
Through April 11, the IRS to their old designs and adding
had processed 36.3 million re- pollution clean-up devices after
funds totaling $12.5 billion. It is adoption of the 1970 Clean Air
expecting to send a total of $22 Amendments.
billion in refunds to taxpayers
EPA and the National Acadethis year.
ne, of Sciences have found that
The average refund totals three foreign engines can meet
$345.95, up about $95 from the the U.S. law's original 1975 requirement for a 90 per cent reaverage of a year earlier.

duction of carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon emissions.
EPA Administrator William
D. Ruckelshaus last Wednesday
suspended that standard for
one year because U.S. automakers could not meet it.
One of the possible foreign
engines is Germany's Mercedes-Benz automobile diesel,
which Ruckelshaus says needs
additional study concerning
noise and fumes.
The other two are Japanese:
the Mazda rotary engine, which
meets the 1975 standards but
achieves relatively low gas
mileage, and the Honda "stratified charge" engine.
The Honda engine meets not
only the 1975 standard, but also
a 1976 standard for a 90 per
cent reduction of nitrogen
oxides as well.
It imposes no fuel penalty,
and Ruckelshaus said Tuesday
that he would look into Honda
claims that the new engine has
been successfully enlarged to
V-8 size.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) U. Gov. Julian Carroll has released copies of his state and
federal income tax returns for
1972 showing that he and his
wife had a gross income for the
year of $39,065.63.
Though the state financial
disclosure law doesn't require
the release of the tax returns
Carroll said Tuesday that he
made them public to keep himself above reproach.
The tax returns contain more
detailed information than is required in the state linancial disclosure reports.
The returns indicated that
Carroll received $29,145 in
wages from the state and $9,613
from his law practice in Paducah.
Carroll has said the fees collected last year from the law
practice were for work done before he became lieutenant governor in December 1971. He
said he has not practiced law
since he took office.
Carroll's tax returns also indicated income of $400 in honorariums, $80 in dividends and
$33 in interest.
He reported losses of $207 on

farm and rental property.
The Carrolls paid $7,103 in
federal income taxes and $1,416
in state income taxes, the returns indicated.
COLLEGE GIFTS
Gifts to colleges set a record
of over $1.8 billion in 1970-71.

WALL
PAPER
Over a hundred
patterns in stock.
REASONABLY
PRICED!!
Clampett
Home of
Red Spot Paints
On the Square
Mayfield, Ky.
oses Saturday at Moo

If you happen to I
ing eggs this Easter, y.
be interested to kn
the tradition was k:
England as early as th
Ages. In Edward I'
hold account for 121
is an entry of eighte
spent on 450 egg,
covered with gold
the royal household!

No Purchase Necessary
Any Registered Driver

THE GOLDEN BEAR
by GILLETTE

The
report, Industrial
Development in the TVA Area
During 1972, is available from
the TVA Information Office,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902. It is
prepared annually by TVA's
Division of Power Marketing,
based on information from news
announcements, state and local
agencies, industrial
development
groups,
distributors of TVA power, and
other sources. Included are
some projects still in initial
planning stages, and totals
include estimates where details
of investment or employment
were not announced.
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Sheriff

For protection of the people in town,
surrounding communities and especially

,)Iphe lake areas.
For law and order, vote for jrng. to be Your
sheriff
, _ of Calloway -CounSi.
'Your Vote and influence will be greatly
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RODGER WARD
"INDY CHAMP"
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And folks, let's don't forget our young
people. The help and influence, They need,
THEY ARE. IMPORTANT.
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One Of The Widest Wide
Duals. Measures 9.5" Across
The Tread And Is 10 Ribs Wide.
Goodyear Belted

As a small business man, I know the
neediof the business men,and I am a friend
.
to thl working man.
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-(With-Approved Credit)
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In addition to economic and
marketing research, this work
involves industrial water
supplies, water and air pollution
control,flood protection at plant
sites, a waterway for barge
traffic , electric power supply,
forest raw materials for woodfertilizer
plants,
using
materials and processes, and
other industry requirements.
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TVA Report Lists 505
Industrial Projects

* VOTE FOR *
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Paint Store

Can Register

The
Tennessee
Valley
Authority's annual report on
industrial growth in the TVA
region shows505 new plants and
expansion projects announced
by industry in 1972, involving an
estimated investment of nearly
$615 million and creating an
estimated 36,428 new jobs.
These totals represent substantial increases over the $321
million investment and 30,800
new jobs reported in 1971, as
industrial growth in 1972 moved
closer to the high levels of the
late 1960's.
These totals are for the 201
counties in seven states that are
in the Tennessee River
watershed and or served by
TVA power distributors.
Industrial development in the
region is one of the specific
purposes assigned to TVA when
it was established by Congress.
The agency works with state
and local planning and industrial development
organizations in planning for
economic growth.
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Near 5 Points

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sat. 7:30 5:CO

Phone 753-3164
Murray

Lose 10, 20, 30 pounds arn
weight. Appredrine, a re
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That with the increased
yield of new A-3 Polaris and
Poseidon reentry vehicles and
their independently targeted
warheads, a sea-based deterrent is expected to provide a
high probability that as many
as 1000 enemy targets could
be destroyed even after losing
some U.S. submarines to an
enemy attack?
That sea-basing appears to
be the ideal deterrent--yet the
idea of depending iithly on
sea-basing has been Nected
because it simply wouldn't
meet the needs of a credible
U.S. nuclear strategy for the
future?

ROS'ES

4

Prices Good Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat. - 1-6 Sunday
MITCHELL 303

Complete
With Line

ROD & REEL COMBINATION

POLYESTER

DOUI,L. 88KNIT

Reg. '24.97
ANL)
The most versatile spinning reel you could own. Precision designed
That the best defense for
the U.S. is based on the Triad
system of land-based missiles,
land -based bombers and submarine-Launched ballistic missiles, for then the enemy is
faced with a complex of currently unsolvable strategic and
tactical problems?
"a
•
•
That you can get u free
reprint of a magazo* article
explaining the need for a
diversified U.S. deterrent? It's
available by writing to; Reprint
Editor, American Ordnance
Association, 819 Union Trutt
Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20005.

$ 1994

COLEMAN

411k)
SLEEPING BAG

STOVES

Made of Cotton & Acrylic

Reg. '13.94

Burners won't rust or burn out.

BOYS
DOUBLE KNIT

PANTS

NO-DRIP

PAINT ROLLER SET

Easy Clean-Up With Water!

2i500

Reg. '1.77

'3.57 gal

Sizes S-M-L

Reg.

$477

'7.77

Protects to 300 below zero.
1 at pre-mixed Special winter and summer
formula.

Reg. 37'

SHEARS

LADIES

22;

100% Nylon Stretch

$1499

Short Sleeve

JUST WONDERFUL

Prints &-Solids

HAIR SPRAY
LADIES TERRY

MEN'S

Hard to Hold, Reg., Unscented

KNIT SHIRTS

Reg. 66'

JUMP SUITS
v 70% Cotton
v 30% Nylon

3 $1

SML

•Sizes S-M-L-XL

worusima
MOIR ORIN

•Drip-Dry

LADIES
•No Ironing

PANTY HOSE

Lose 10, 20, 30 pounds and more of excess
weight. Apprednne, a remarkable little
tablet, contains one of the strongest diet
aids without prescription. Start losing
weight very first day. Have the slim, trrm
figure you've stay, wanted as you fo+low
this ektraordinary, easy slimming plan
bier eatirtir 3 meals end 3 snacks every
day. Don't go hungry as ugly fat disappears
fast from waist, ltotUry, thighs, legs, everywhere Appedrina is fully guaranteed: You
lose weight fast starting very first day or
irithouLeuestion.
sow money

Reg. '5.00

Non-wrinkle Seamless. They. fit "like a glove".
100% Nylon, first quality.

Reg.
83'
•
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BODY SUITS

Complete with Battery & Charger
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Reg. '3.93

$288

CORDLESS
ELECTRIC

Chrome Plated 3" Stationary Blades

WINDSHIELD

100% Nylon

Solids & Stripes

297

qt Sauce Pan, 4 Qt Cassercile,.Cover for Casserole
(also fits Fry Pan), 2 Qt Sauce Pan and Cover.

PEIGNOIR
SETS

100% Polyester and Blends

9" Deep Fry Pan, 1 Qt Sauce Pan, Cover for 1

ton

Central Shoppin

TOPS

Reg. $4.47-

Reg. '3.93

,

LADIES

NON-STICK, EASY TO CLEAN!

without plow,

now,ENJOY
EATING and

ALADIES

IRONING
BOARD

• COOKWARE
SET

SUCCESSFUL SCOUT
&nee 1960, NASA's Scout
rocket, a 100-foot-high all-solid propellant rocket, has had
an 89 per cent success record
out of 55 launches, a record
for the space program.

a4allable

$333

Reg.
'4.37

7-PIECE

appedrine.
strongest
dietTaids

Finely Tailored
Machine Washable
Solid, prints, stripes
Sizes 7-14 •

WALLPAINT

9" kit with roller and pan.
Pro-Painter for fast interior painting.

Reg.

SPtiAi kORVI

Solids and Prints

$999

4:P

1n Florence, Italy, a rite
preserved from the Middle
Ages annually commemorates
the end of Lent and serves
as an omen for the coming
year. As thousands watch,
four white oxen dray an
ornamented cart tilled
explosives which are ignited
at the proper moment. When
the fireworks explode, peat
rejoicing follows, as it is believed that this foretells an
excellent harvest.
The custom of rising with
the sun on Easter morn comes
from an ancient peasant belief
that those who witnessed sunup on a certain day in spring
would be blessed with good
fortune,good hea It h and bountiful crops.
According to researchers
at Norcross, Inc., who unearthed these interesting facts,
Easter cards were first exchanged in 19th century Germany, replacing gifts of colored Easter eggs. This tradition
is observed in the United
States where well - withers
choose a variety of cards
from reverent to humorous.
Like church services, Easter
parades and that new Easter
bonnet, exchanging cards has
become part of our observance
of this joyous holiday.

60" Wide

2 burners, folds like a suitcase.
Cooks like a kitchen range.

EASTER LORE
AND LEGEND
If you happen to be coloring eggs this Easter, you might
be interested to know that
the tradition was known in
England as early as the Middle
Ages. In Edward l's household account for 1290, there
is an entry of eighteen pence
spent on 450 eggs to be
covered with gold leaf for
the royal household!

'spinning rod.
2
1
and built for trouble free service. Two piece 6/

3,„9
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Renko Equals Win Total Of Last Year
By Outdueling Phillies' Steve Carlton

Montreal And Flyers To
Break Deadlock Tonight
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia Flyers are
tied 1-1 as they take the ice
tonight in the third game of
their best of seven semifinal
series against the Montreal Canadiens, and most people are
surprised. Why?
If you look at the results of
the regular season series between the two teams, the deadlock is as natural as pork and
beans. Montreal and Philadelphia played five games- during the season and wound up
22-1. Each team scored 24
goals.
The playoff series thus far
has followed the trend. Both
games ended in overtime,
Philadelphia winning Saturday
night 5-4 on a goal by Rick
McLeish, and the Canadiens
winning 4-3 Tuesday night as
rookie Larry Robinson rocketed
a 50-footer into the Flyers' net.
In tonight's other NHL semifinal, the Chicago Black Hawks
have a 2-1 lead over the New
York Rangers, for a game in
New York's Madison Square
Garden.
In the World Hockey Association, New England defeated
Cleveland 3-2 to take a 1-0 lead
- into tonight's second game of
the East Divisionfinals in Boston.
Philadelphia, which finished
seconds in the West Division
and reached the semifinal with
a 4-2 victory over Minnesota in
the quarters, changes its style

somewhat against Montreal.
The Flyers set a league record
for penalty minutes, 1,754, during the regular season, but
against the Caruidiens they rely
more on finesse, tight defense
and excellent goaltending.
The Whalers beat the Crusaders in their WHA playoff on
Tim Sheehy's goal with 25 seconds left. It was the second
goal of the game for Sheehy, a
rookie right winger from Boston College and a fanner member of the U.S. Olympic team.
He batted the puck in from a
scramble in front of the net.
We were standing around in
first period, but they started to come at us in the second
period and it sort of like us
up," said Jack Kelley, coach of
the Whalers.
Kelley praised the play of
Cleveland goalie Gerry (heevers, but as good as Cheevers
was, I thought our Al Smith
was just as good."

Oldfield Leads Cash List
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Shotputter Brian Oldfield, earning
$5,050 after eight meets, continues to lead money winners on
the International Track Association professional tour.
Hurdler Leon Coleman, only
undefeated athlete on the tour
after Oldfield was defeated by
Randy Matson at Baltimore,
ranks second in earnings with
$4,275.
Former Olympic champion
Wyoinia Tyus leads the women
with $300.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Aodated Press Sports Writer
"I always start a season hoping to do better than the last"—
Steve Renko, pitcher, Montreal
Expos.
Renko may not better his
1972 record, although it would
be hard to do any worse, but
he's assured himself of doing at
least as well.
The tall right-hander, who
won his 1972 debut and then
suffered through a horrible 1-10
summer, hurled a four-hitter in
his first 1973 appearance
Wednesday and outdueled Cy
Young Award winner Steve
Carlton in pitching the Expos to
a 2-1 triumph over the Philadelphia Phillies.
It came one year to the day
after his lone 1972 success, in
which he beat the New York
Mets, and was his first complete game since Sept. 16, 1971.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Chicago Cubs
nipped the Mets 1-0 for the second day in a row, San Francisco edged Atlanta 4-3 on Bobby Bonds' 11th-inning homer,
Pittsburgh trimmed St. Louis 82,San Diego defeated Cincinnati 4-2 and Houston beat Los
Angeles 7-2.
American League scores:
New York Yankees over Baltimore 7-4, Detroit over Boston 71, Oakland over Kansas City 76, California over Minnesota 32, Chicago White Sox over
Texas 6-5 and Milwaukee over
Cleveland 4-0.

Dismissed Players At Tech
Will Not Beg To Get Back
L,1..Al1li.r.,VILL1i., I um.( Arl—
A spokesman for 12 black athletes dismissed this week from
Tennessee Tech athletic teams
says the players "are not going
to beg to get back on the
squads." .Jeff Axel, a former All-Ohio
Valley Conference fullback and
a senior at Tech, said, however, that black athletes were
not boycotting athletic teams
and they were not making demands on the university.

'UV tuss began aaturaay
when a black tennis player, Deyid Etrents of Indianapolis, was
dismissed from the team by
Coach Larry Ware for what
Ware said was failing to play
up to his capability during a
match at Johnson City, Tenn.
Ware gave Brenta $5 and told
him to find his own transportation to Cookeville, 210
miles away.
A university spokesman has
said Ware will be ( a

CHARLES
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Candidate For

MAGI STRATE
OF DISTRICT NO. 4
To the people of District No. 4, in Murray and
Calloway County.
I solicit your vote and influence on election day, May
29th.
With the help of my father, I hope to be able to
canvass the entire district. If we fail to see you though,
I would deeply appreciate your vote.
-. If elected I will strive to serve to the best of my
—.-ability in honesty and fairness to all, and in all parts of
the District.
I will work with the Mier officials to do the best lob
possible.

I am net trying to win this election on promises to
any one group. I live on highway 94, and I'm not
working for a road for myself.
Pol. Ad. paid for by Charles Windsor, Box 53, Lynn
Grove, Kentucky
--- •
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Complete Boat Service
Piberglass Repairs
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Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
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rimanded for his actions. Ware
has called a team meeting to
admit he made a mistake, the
spokesman said.
Monday afternoon, the eight
blacks on the Tech football
team asked Coach Don Wade
for permission to miss one day
of spring practice to discuss the
Brents incident. Wade refused
and when the players did not
appear, he dismissed them
from the team.
Three of five blacks on the
track team were dismissed
Tuesday after they missed two
practice .apessions. Coach Bob
Noyes said team rules permitted missing one practice
session, but not two.
Axel, a transfer student from
Arizona State who was a starter for two years at Tech, said
the Monday afternoon meeting
was an effort to prevent further
repercussions from the incident.

Renko held the Phillips hitless until the sixth, when they
touched him for two hits. The
other two hits and their only
run came in the ninth. Meanwhile, the Expos scored both
their runs off 27-game winner
Carlton in the first inning on
RBI singles by Hal Breeden
and Jorge Roque.
The Cubs pushed across a
first-inning run against New
York's Jon Matlack on Cleo
James' single, a stolen base,
Glenn Beckert's sacrifice and a
wild pitch and made it stand up
behind the six-hit pitching of
rookie Ray Burr* Larry Gura

and Jack Aker.
lioncLs' 11th-inning homer off
Atlanta's Tom House stretched
the Braves' losing streak to six
games and capped a thoroughly
forgettable inning for the relief
pitcher.
In the top of the 11th, with
Sonny Jackson on second base,
Johnny Oates on first and none
out, House bunted into a rare
unassisted double play by
catcher Dave Rader. House
bunted a short pop in front of
the plate and Rader caught the
ball for the first out and continued running to second base,
tagging the bag for the unique
double play. Jackson was near

Trevino Is Bothered
By Pain In His Neck
By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Gee Writer
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
I AP) — Lee Trevino's got a
pain in the neck.
"It's right up here," he said,
massaging under his left ear.
"It's a tendon that's pulled.
I've seen the doctor about it
and he's given me some heat
treatments. I don't know bow it
will affect me.
"I'll just have . to try it and
"Pve always thought this was
one of the most important tournaments tn the world, maybe
No. 4," Trevino said before
teeing off in today's first round
of the prestigious MONY Tournament of Champions. "It's
something I've always wanted
to win.
"Any tournament is important, but to win one that includes the champions of all the
others, now that'd really be
something to do."
He's never accomplished that
goal, but finished second and
third the last two years and is
listed as the second choice to
favored Jack Nicklaus in the
31-man field that is competing
for a total purse. of $200,000.
First prize is $40,000. Should
Trevino win it, he would be
well past another of his major
career goals.
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Red Birds
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59
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62
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55/
1
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1
2
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Fighting Four
541/2---651iz
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1
2
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42
7$
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41
79
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311/2 811/
1
2
WW1 Team Game (SC)
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672
lives in that meeting," Axel Ten Pens
659
Red Birds
625
Said.
High Team Game (NC)
Pens
Ten
829
"This was not a boycott. No812
body quit an athletic team. We Pacers
Alley Cats
781
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High Team Series(R)
1895
and we are not asking to be Red tariffs
Road Runners
1825
treated special," Axel said. Night Owls
1782
High Team Series (HC)
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Ten Pens
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2283
squads, and they don't believe Alley Cats
2263
High
Ind.
Game
(SC)
any special punishment is necMen
essary for them to get back on Fred Johnson
197
the squads."
Delmar Brewer
196
Jim Hargrove
32.1.)
Women
The football players who
Latimer
188
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Burnette Ferguson ---175
identified by school officials as Nancy Maggard
'
174
High Ind. Game (HC)
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Men
halfback from Knoxville; Jim Hargrove
229
James Avery, a freshman line- Paul Myhill
270
225
backer from Oak Hill, N.C.; Fred Johnson 0
Women
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225
back from Nashville; Allen Burnette Ferguson
223
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221
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Ind. Series (SC)
from Tampa, Fla.; Winford
Men
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Marvin Burke?
533
back from Tomkinsville, Ky.; Charlie Hargrove
519
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.
LaVaughn
Latimer
476
tackle from Oak Hill, N.C.; and Patsy Neale
440
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Men
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Marvin Burke?
611
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Hill
593
were Garfield Robinson, Nolan
Women
587
Clayton and Larry Williams. LaVaughn Latimer
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Burnette Ferguson
575
team, Rudy McKinney and Don
High Averages
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Men
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Jim Neale
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Delmar Brewer
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T C Hargrove
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MSU At SI Today
WKU Here Saturday

third and couldn't return in
time.
Willie Stargell drove in four
runs with a three-run homer
and a single and Milt May
added three RBI's as Pittsburgh blasted St. Louis. Stargell's homer highlighted a fourrun first inning against Rick
Wise, who owns the Cardinals'
only triumph in 10 games.
Fred Kendall doubled to set
up San Diego's first run, doubled home the second, scored
the third on a single by winning
pitcher Steve
Arlin
and
squeezed home the fourth as
the Padres beat Cincinnati and
dropped the Reds into second
place in the NL West, one-half
game behind San Francisco.
Bob Watson drove in three
runs and Jerry Reuss checked
Los Angeles on four hits as
Houston ended a four-game losing streak and stopped the
Dodgers' five-game winning
string.

"I want to win $1 million in
prize money faster than anyone
else has ever done it," he said.
"It took Jack 10 years. Pm going to do it in 6/
1
2. Of course,
with the way purses are growing all the time, somebody will
come along and break that
record, but it'd sure given them
something to shoot at."
Only Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Billy Casper have
NEW YORK (AP) — Bob
passed the $1 million mart in McAdoo of the Buffalo Braves
carrer earnings. But Trevino was named today as the Nahas in excess of $980,000 and tional Basketball Association's
it's just a matter of time before Rookie of the Year for the 1972he officially becomes the 3 season by a landslide vote.
'The 6-foot-10 McAdoo, who
game's fourth millionaire.
played college ball for the University of North Carolina, got
off to a slow start with Buffalo,
but after adjusting to the pro
game, blossomed out as a top
scorer in the second half of the
season.
He scored 39, 39 and 45 points
in his last three games of the
season, finishing with an 18point per game average and 9.2
rebounds per game in addition
PARIS (AP) — The People's to blocking 216 shots. During
Republic of China, with a 6- his _last 51 games, he shot 48
foot-10, 250-pound eenter and a per cent from the floor and avcouple of deadeye guards, eraged 22.8 points per game
showed France why Chairman and 10.8 rebounds.
In the voting by sportswriters
Mao likes basketbalL
.A mainland China team beat and sportscasters in the 17
the Frenchmen 89-86 Wednes- NBA cities, McAdoo received
day night in the first game of a 12.840 of a possible 17 votes.
Lloyd Neal of Portland was
long European tour.
"They said they wanted to second with 3.726. Then came
learn from us," said the Chris Ford of Detroit with
French coach, Joe Jaunay. "I 0.167, Jim Price of Los Angeles
think we have something to with 0.143 and Bud Stallworth
of Seattle with 0.125.
learn from them."
"I had my troubles adjustBefore the game, Lu Ting,
the Chinese team manager who ing," said McAdoo. "I had nevsuggested that Chairman Mao er guarded small, quick forwas a basketball fan, described wards like John Havlicek, Bill
his players as "fast, supple and Bradley and Lou Hudson. I was
confident I could be an NBA
precise."
center, but had to get used to
He wasn't too far off.
Hsu Cheng Wen, the 6-foot-3 being a 6-10 forward."

McAdoo Named
As Rookie Of
Year In NBA

China Cage
Team Alpsets
French Team

team captain, hit eight of 12
one-handers in the first half to
keep his team in the game
while it was getting untracked.
His shot was a casual over-theshoulder thrust vaguely reminiscent of Dick Barnett.
The French led 40-37 at the
half but soon were panting and
missing shots and accepting aid
from their opponents when they
hit the ,floor.
The Chinese even apologized
at times for fouling.
"That's some piece of flesh,"
one of the Coubertin Hall crowd
of 4,000 said of Chao Liang
Tsai, the center. Chao is broadshouldered and thick-legged,
doesn't jump much and shoots
awkwardly.
But he's good at getting in
the way.

Murray State's baseball team
with a 26-9 overall record and
only a game away from a
conference divisional title with
an 8-1 mark, will play three
games this week, one at
Southern Illinois today and two
with Western Kentucky at
Murray Saturday. A single
game with SOC divisional
Vapderbilt
is
champion
scheduled at MiAl•ay Monday.

Outfielder Rick Weisman
leads the team in batting with
a.364 average, in RBI's with 39,
Already assured of at least a in homeruns with 10, and has a
be for the championship of the spectacular slugging perOhio Valley Conference's centage of .778. Infielder Steve
Western Division, the Racers Coulson is hitting .360, infiettier
can wrap up the title by beating Leon Wurth .327, infielder Steve
Western one game or by Austin Barrett .321, and infielder Mike
Peay, 5-4 in the division, losing Bono .320 Freshman catcher
one of two scheduled with Gene Steuber has only 29 at-bats
Middle Tennessee Friday.
but has hit a hot .414.
Barrett has 31 RBI's and 7
The Racers went on a hitting
binge last week in blasting hoineruns, Bono 30 RBI's and 11
Louisville 24-2, Arkansas State doubles,and Coulson 20 RBI's, 4
10-5 and 19-2, and Middle doubles, 3 triples, and I
Tennessee 2-1 and 8-1. In fact, homerun. The team's slugging
the Racers have hit ex- percentage is .450.
ceedingly well in their last 12
The Racers haven't lost a
games, raising their team series this season. They
have
batting average 27 points during beaten Middle Tennessee 4 of
4
that span to a hot .301.
games, Western Kentucky 2 of
Coach Johnny Reagan called 2, Austin Peay 2 of 3, Rutgers 2,
his team's hitting the last of 4, Northwestern 3 of 5,
several games superb and noted 1llinois-Chicago Circle 4 of 5,
its defense had been almost as North Dakota 2 of 2, Brown 2 of
good. "We've only made 9 4, Purdue 2 of 3, and Arkansas
errors the last 12 games, and State 2 of 2. They won single
that's good defensive baseball. games from Louisville and
And
we've
practically Providence.
eliminated mental error of
The Racers will wrap up their
late," he said.
regular season April 28 with a
Racer pitching has also been doubleheader at Memphis
outstanding. Russ Peach, 5-1 for State. Should they win the
the season, has pitched one-hit conference divisional chamshutouts in two of his last three pionship they would meet the
starts. In the third, he gave up eastern division winner in the
only 4 hits in beating Middle championship playoff the first
Tennessee 8-1. Mike Thieke, 4-0 weekend in May.

The

The new Navy wants the kind of
men it pays off to train. So now
the Navy pays off with more money.
If you think you've got what it
takes to-make it in today's Navy,
See Daryle Root at Bel Air Center, So. 12th,
Mtrray, or call him at 753-6439.
And out how you can make
the Navy pay off for you.
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Sears Our Best 4-Ply
Nylon Cord Tire
Silent Guard II
NOW IN-STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

GREAT INNER
CONSTRUCHON

LV

4 tough plies of nylon make
it 15% stronger than our next.
best non-belted tire.
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GREAT OUTER
CONSTRUCTION
Tread is 17% deeper than our
next-best non-belted tire.
Built-in spacer bars and traction-slots help keep the Silent
Guard gripping, rain or shine.

NEW YORK AP) — The National Hockey League announced Wednesday that it is
advancing its draft of graduating junior hockey players to
May 17, three weeks before the
start of the league's annual
summer meetings June 10.
The amateur draft, a significant source of new player talent, has been held in past years
at the league's annual June
meetings in Montreal. But
President Clarence Campbell
said the importance of the
amateur selections had caused
other important business to be
overlooked at the June meetings.
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TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
B78-18
6.50-13
$16.93
$33.86
F78-14
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8.25-14

23.34
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46.58
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TUBELF,SIS WHITEWALLS
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8.55-15

48.42
52.68
59.04
65.40
61.14
67.36

33.68
Alm,* prices Include Federat Siel.. Tax

Mounted On Your Car

•

CHARLES TOWN,'W.Va.
(AP) — A lone bettor walked
cif with $19,555.20, the payoff
foe-the winning ticket-on the
Big Exacta at Charles Town
Turf Club here Wednesday
night.

ofE

Now you start off at $307a month...
earn more than $340a month in four months.

Advancing Draft

A Timely Wager

pitched a no-hitter to beat
Purdue 2-0. Jerry Weaver is 7-0
for the season, Mike Sims 4-0,
and Greg Engler 3-1. Peach has
an ERA of 1.28; Thieke, 1.38,
Sims, 2.30; Weaver, 2.42; and
Engler, 3.44. Peach has 58
strikeouts in 41 one-third innings and Weaver has 54 in 51
and two-thirds innings.
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Murray State Golfer
TomlAirus Born Blind
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By M.C. Garrott
Murray State University's
golfers make the game look
easy with their booming drives,
crisp iron shots and the stability
of their putting strokes.
It's not all that simple,
however,for Tom Minis, 20, a 6'
1 11" sophomore member of the
squad form Normal, Ill.
Minis, whose scores average
from 76 to 78, has an unusual
physical handicap-especially
for a golfer. He is blind in his
left eye and has only 20 percent
vision in his right eye with
special galsses.
Without his glasses, Mirus
has what is known in the
medical profession as an
"Aphakic eye," or an eye
without a crystalline lens.
The lens found in a normal
eye is absent from his right eye,
and has to be placed in front of
the eye in the form of a special,
artificial lens.
Without his special galsses,
he has very little sight because
of the absence of this very
important part of his eye.
"Tom was born blind," exPlains his father, Bob Mirus, an
insurance salesman at Normal
and, a former high school
basketball coach in Illinois.
"The cause was cataracts and
foreign membrane in his eyes,
discovered when he was six
weeks old," he recalls.
"Cataracts can't be removed
from a child's eyes, and every
effort was made to dissolvi
them, but the foreign matter,
something the doctors could
never diagnose, complicated
'
this.
"There was no chance for his
left eye, and it was replaced
with an artificial one when he
was 12 years old."
In his short lifetime, Mirus
whose drives average 240
yards, has had more than 20
major operations on his eyes,
,all at Barnes Hospital in St.
Louis, as he and his parents
battled to salvage as much of
his sight as possible.
His father credits a special
set of glasses, designed by a
noted New York doctor and the
first of the type ever made for a
child, with "changing Tom's
life."
"Actually they are three
glasses in one," he said, "a
microscope, a telescope and a
regular cataract lens, but with
them he can read the finest of
print."
Mirus' ability "to read with
these glasses, which initially
cost $365, is reflected in his
classroom work.
Although he attended special
classes for the physically
handicapped through the first
five grades, he has studied in
regular classsrooms since that
time, and made straight A's at
the University High School in
Normal. He has been on the
dean's list each of his three
semesters at Murray State.
"Tom is fantastic," says
Murray State Golf Coach
Raymond T. (Buddy) Hewitt,
"and the inspiration he gives to
me and the other players
through his determination to
play and his intense dedication
to the game is tremendous."
Mirus' keen sense of humor
arid his quick wit have made
him a great favorite among the
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Knicks Turn Tables On Celts
To Deadlock Playoff Series I.
Tri-Star Basketball Contest
To Be Held At Middle School
The Optimist Club of Murray,
will hold a basketball skill
contest for boys 8-13 April 21,
1973.
The contest, called the Optimist Tri-Star Basketball
Contest, is composed of three
basic skills in basketball,
and
dribbling,
passing,
shooting.
Boys compete in six age
groups-against boys their own
age-8,9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. All a
boy needs to compete is a pair of
gym shoes, a spokesman said.
The competition consists of
passing(siz tries at a 12" target
from varying distances based
on the boy's age), dribbling for
speed around a measured
course, and shooting (three free
throws at varying distances,
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based on age, and three shots
from anywhere on the court).
There will be trophies in gold,
silver, and bronze for the first
three winners in each age
group. Each participant will
also receive his own personalized score card.
Entry blanks are available at
local schools, Peoples, Bank,
Roses Department Store, or at
the contest site on the day of
competition.
Competition for 8, 9, and 10year olds will begin at nine a.m.
and competition for 11, 12, and
13-year olds will begin at ten
a.m, in the Murray Middle
School Gym. Three basketballs
will be given away as door
prizes.

By THE ASS6CIATED PRESS
The New York Knicks gave
the Boston Celtics some of their
own medicine. In fact, it was
an overdose, but not fatal.
"We were so out of it, it was
pathetic," said Coach Torn
Heinsohn after his lethargic
Celtics were lashed 129-96 by
the Knicks Wednesday night.
The worst defeat in Boston's
playoff history-the 33-point
margin exceeding by nine their
two previous record losses-came just three days after the
Celts whipped the New Yorkers
134-108 in the opener of the National Basketball Association
Eastern Conference final.
"We played a super game
last time," said Heinsohn, the
NBA Coach of the Year. "They
played a super game this time
and we didn't play any kind of
game at all."
So overwhelming was the de-

feat, behind the 24 points of best-of-aaven division finals at
Walt Frazier, that the Knicks 2-2.
Jimmy Jones pumped in 34
cleared their bench midway
points and Willie Wise hit a key
through the final quarter.
basket with 58 seconds left for
Knicks Coach Red Holzman, the Utah triumph while Billy
when asked If he thought the Cunningham tallied 32 for Carotrend was changing from lina.
squeakers to run-aways, he re"These have been a great,
plied:
hard-fought four games and
"God, I hope not. I can't now we are starting all over
stand this. To have what hap- again," said Andersen. "We
pened in Boston Sunday night just won one on their floor and
and here tonight, you realize they are going to come out and
you really do play one game at try to do the same thing to us."
a time."
In the NBA West, Golden
Carolina Coach Larry Brown State says it has a remedy for
and Utah Coach LaDell Ander- the Los Angeles Lakers' Jim
sen could have used a little of McMillian tonight.
"We've made adjustments,"
the Knicks cushion in their
American Basketball playoffs. Warriors' Coach Bill Attles said
potions for
possible
The Cougars sneaked past the of
Kentucky Colonels 102-91 in the ?AcMlllian, who poured in 37
East but the Stars barely points for the defending chamnipped the Indiana Pacers 104- pion Lakers in their 101-99
103 in the West to even both triumph over the Warriors in
Thesday night's first game.

World Series Hero Gene Tenace Blasts
Homerun To Defeat Pesky Kansas City

NEARLY BLIND, Tom Minis, a member of the Murray State
University golf squad, chips toward a green during a practice
round at the Murray-Calloway County Club after getting the
direction of the green and the distance to the pin from Ray
MacSbell, a sophomore from Mayfield and an athletic team
manager at Murray State. Shell frequently accompanies Minis on
qualifying or tournament rounds to help him keep up with his ball
and to quote direction and distances to him.
- (Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Vanderbilt
And Georgia
Are Winners

By HAL BOCK . . cago blanked the New York Fosse's single made it 6-5 in coasting on the long-ball ofGeorgia right-hander Jimmy
Associated Press Sports Writer Mets 1-0, Montreal edged Phila- the seventh and then Tenace, fense with a five-hitter to de- Cannon hurled a one-hitter to
For today, baseball fans, a delphia 2-1, San Francisco last year's World Series hero, feat Boston.
lead the Bulldogs over Old Dotopped Atlanta 4-3 in 11 innings, straightened out the identity
few introductions.
Minnesota's Bert Blyleven minion by a score of 8-1, while
St.
had
Louis 8- crisis with his ninth inning must have figured he
Over here, wearing the mus- Pittsburgh defeated
Vanderbilt pitcher Mike Coyne
taches and funny colored uni- 2, San Diego beat Cincinnati 4-2 homer following a leadoff Frank Robinson's number. He led his team in edging Northern
forms, are the Oakland A's. and Houston whipped Los Ange- single by Fteggie Jackson.
struck out California's desig- Illinois 2-1 in Southeastern
The Yankees delivered some nated hitter the first three baseball.
Call them World Champions. les 7-2.
The Royals gave the snazzily- ninth inning thunder of their times he faced him in the
No, no, forget the American
Cannon received plenty of
Murray State golfers as well as Jill Bader, a teacher for the League standings and the 3-8 dressed A's a scare. Kansas own with a pair of two-run Twins' game against the Anhelp from Georgia batters, who
his classmates. His freinds deaf in Denver, Colo., and Judy, record. They are the World City wiped out an early 4-0 lead homers by Thurman Munson gels. On his fourth trip to the
were led by shortstop Phil Bakfrequently comment about his a dancing instructor in Min- Champions.
on a three-run homer by Ed and Felipe Alou carrying them plate, Robinson got even with a
er with a triple and two runs
humorous and constantly witty neapolis, Minn.
- batted
Over there, wearing the Kirkpatrick and a solo shot by to their victory over Baltimore. 410-foot home run that gave No
in and first baseman Bilremarks.
Detroit unloaded on Fenway Ian Ryan his third straight vic- ly Griffith who also had two
Last summer, young Mirus smiles and confident looks, are Cookie Rojas.
see
only
can
Minis says he
Then an error by Oakland Park's close-in left field fence tory.
took lessons from veteran pro the Kansas City Royals, sitting
runs knocked in.
approsiamately 120 yards, and Johnny Revolts at Biloxi, Miss., atop the AL West. They are catcher Ray Fosse allowed two with Al Kaline, Willie Horton
Dick Allen stroked a home
Cannon gave up his only hit
unless the sky is blue and the and gives Revolts a lot of credit smiling because of an 8-3 unearned runs to score and the and Ed Brinkman all smacking run, double and triple, driving
in the sixth inning on a single
to
unable
is
he
back,
sun at his
World Champions were trailing. home runs and Jim Perry in four runs as Chicago de- by Old
record.
Dominion right fielder
follow the flight of the ball in the
Kansas City in first place and
feated Texas. That gave the Lynn Tarkenton.
air.
Oakland in fifth. Charley FinWhite Sox' slugger 12 hits,
Coyne allowed Northern IlWhenever required to play a
ley, owner of the A's, could be
eight of them for extra bases, linois only two hits all afterqualifying round or participate
excused fur wondering just
in 32 at bats this season.
noon as Vanderbilt came from
in a tournament, Mirus hires a
what's going on here. This
Skip Lockwood and Jim Col- behind on a homer by Tommy
Murray State classmate to go
Milwaukee's
could develop into an identiborn combined for
Powell and a run-scoring single
along with him to tell him where
fication crisis.
six-hit shutout of Cleveland. by Ted Shipley.
the green is, where the pin is
Just to make sure their idenLockwood surrendered all of
Northern Illinois went ahead
out," Leonard said.
By STEVE HERMAN
located and to keep up with the
tities don't get too confuted,
the Indian hits before Colborn in the second inning but singles
a
altered
plan
With
game
his
Writer
Sports
Press
ball.
took over in the sixth.
Finley's mustached men turned Associated
by Coyne, Brant Lipscomb and
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.(AP)- bit, Leonard said Darnell Hill"Most courses have some
the tables on the Royale,
The Brewers protected a one- Shipley tied the game. Powell's
sort of distance markers, so I
Wednesday using a familiar' Roger Brown's bad- back kept man would start in place of run lead until the eighth when homer in the seventh made it a
can get up pretty well judging
weapon-a Gene Tenace home him home for tonight's fifth Brown, but he added, "I'm go- a three-run rally put the game win for Vanderbilt.
the distance to the green," he
away.
run-to take a 7-6 victory from game at Salt Lake City in the ing to put McGinnis on Wise."
American Basketball Associ- . The 64004-6 Wise backed up
says, "and club selection is
Kansas City.
always left up to me."
Elsewhere in the American ation Western Division playoffs, the 34 points of teammate JimMirus expects no special
League Wednesday, the New and that gave Indiana Pacers my Jones with 28 himself
favors because of his sight
York Yankees rallied for a 7-4 Coach-Bob Leonard a chance to Wednesday night as the Stars
handicap. He gives no quarter,
victory over Baltimore, Califor- do some experimenting against evened their best-of-seven
series with the Pacers at two
nia edged Minnesota 3-2, Chi- Utah.
and he asks no quarter. As he
'There's a lot of talk around games each.
cago edged Texas 6-5, Detroit
puts it:
McGinnis led all scorers with
"I just want the opportunity
defeated Boston 7-1 and Mil- this league as to who is the betTom Minis
ter forward, George McGinnis 36 points, but it was the game's
waukee shut out Cleveland 4-0.
to tee it up with everyone else
his
In the National League. Chi- or Willie Wise. Okay, let's find final basket by Wise that gave
and to win or lose on my own for the improvements in
game. He plans to return for
Utah a 104-103 triumph.
ability."
more lessons this summer
The switch from Gerald Govan to Wise "puta more presEqually unique about Mirus's during the second week of June.
One of his greatest thrills was
sure on me defensively," said
game is the way in which he
meeting
Arnold Palmer during
McGinnis, a 6-8 all-league selines up putts. Coach Hewitt
an exhibition match at the
lection who also led both teams
describes it:
Decatur course. Another was
with 18 rebounds.
"When he has a long put, he making an eagle on a 4-par hole,
Brown, who normally guards
)11
has to take three readings of the holing his second shot from
Wise, had only nine points and
he'd be ready to play Friday.
Ky. (API
LOUISVILLE,
green and put them together. behind a sandtrap 50 yards from Billy
A
a
So did Cunningham, who Suffered recurring muscle
CunninghamCunningham fired in 32
He takes one up close to the the green.
points Wednesday night as pulled a back muscle in a sec- spasms in his back although he
fel
hole, another about the middle
Besides his family, golf is Carolina tied the.. American ond-quarter fall but continued was the only Pacer to play the
ears salmi
and a third at the ball.
perhaps the most important Basketball Association Eastern to play.
entire 48 minutes.
1_10ivir
"Then he walks to the cup and thing in Minis' life, and he is Division playoff series at 2-2
"If I had taken him out, he
In Friday's contest, Coach
q ma fill
'v
back to his ball, feeling the quick to tell you that his life's with a 102-91 victory over Ken- Mullaney said, the
for
.have
through
would
been
Colonels
breaks in the green with his ambition is to work around a tucky.
maw
"are going to try to do the the night," Leonard said. "I
feet. At the same time, he steps golf course, either as a
on
Brown
Roger
pat
to
want
same
things
we
ahellys do, and
Action in the best-of-seven
off the distance. He is a good professional or as a manager.
Wit
that includes getting the ball, the back for even playing the
putter, and it is simply fan"I've made a lot of friends an series moves back to the Cou- shooting and
Oki
game. He gave it everything he
scoring."
tastic how he can read the roll met a lot of people at many gars' home court at Greensboro
The series returns to Louis- had. It was a big effort on his
of a green through his senses different levels of life on the golf for the fifth game Friday night. ville Saturday for
the sixth part"
Cunningham was backed
and the motor mechanics of his course," he says with a big
Both Leonard and Utah
game,
and
if
a
seventh
is
body."
smile,' and in golf you find out Wednesday night by Mack Cal- needed it will be
LaDell Andersen agreed
Coach
played TuesNot the least self-conscious how nice people really can be" vin with 23 points and Steve day either at
that either team could still win
Greensboro
or
Jones with 14.
about his handicap and fully
the series.
Charlotte.
Carolina Coach Larry Brown
realizing his limitations, Minis
"These have been a great,
Carolina
said
win
felt
the
"really
good.
11021
says:
hard-fought four games," AnG . F.. T dersen said, "and now we're
"We did what we had to do
"I'm just delighted that I am
2 1-2 5 starting all over again. We just
as well as we've accomplished Cldwll
able to do what I do. I have tried
12 8-9 32 won one on their floor and
any task all year," he said. Cnighm
playing by myself, but I usually
4 2-3 10 they're going to come out and
"This was big one. It was a Owens
have a partner. It is difficult for
American League
7 9-1023 try to do the same thing to us,"
Calvin
gut
ball
game."
the
after
ball
me to follow
East
7 0-0 14 he said.
Dan Issel poured in 31 points Jones
W. L. Pct GB
hitting it."
7. 3 .700
Baltimore
3 1-1 7
for the Colonels, and Wendell Manning
Tom started playing golf
Leonard said, "It was a hard
Detroit
6 4 .600
Littles
1 1-2 3 ball game and tough to lose.
other
Ladner
no
23,
added
but
a
on
old
was
he
years
when
nine
4 4.500 2
Boston
3 2-3 8 We did not shoot well."
4 6 .400 3
Cleveland
Kentucky player scored more McClan
par 3 course a Decatur, Ill., and
4 6 .400 3
New York
Wuycik
0 0-0 0
than
nine.
he received his first lesson from
3
3 5 .375
Milwaukee
Your next move.
39 24-31 102
"I thought we should have Totals
West
a professional who himself had
3 727
Kansas City
had the lead the way the game Kentucky (911
had a sight problem.
paired with
Patept
5 4 556 2
Minnesota
R T
was played early," Kentucky
4 500 2,
He comes from an athletic
California
-tone
tone-on
A
leather.
4 4 500 2'
4 1-1 9
Chicago
Coach Joe Mullaney said, "but Simon
family, and was named after
3 6 333 4
Oakland
Issel
7-9
31
12
we
shots."
just
the
hit
didn't
combination that's
"Duster" Thomas, his god2 5 286 4
Texas
1 4-7 6
Carolina moved out to a 31-21 Glmore
father and for many years
it all together. With
National League
got
2 4-5 8 Ey THE ASSOCIATED, PRESS
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education
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He has two older sisters: Mrs.

Brown's Bad Back Gives
McGinnis Extra Problems

ROBLEE

Patent
on leather.
The move
forward.

Cougars Belt Colonels
102-91 To Even Series

BASEBALL
STAN D I NGS

Xr.11110/1

7
7

"Those wonderful weekend
nips!"
forget-expensive
Don't
as
equipment, such
equipment,
camping
cameras, golf sets, fishing
tackle and motorboats may
be going with you. Insure
them with- Murray Insurance Agency against
loss from theft or accidental damage.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
Sit AIR CENTER 7534751
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Dan Shipley, righk+H council president, and J.T. Bowlaod,
left, 4-H banquet speaker, are shown with the top two winners 111
the 4-H Candy Sale conducted each year to raise funds to finance-the program. Jennifer Lovins won first place and Ted Hale was
second. Other winners were Tammy Hargrove, third, and Kim
Mosley, fourth.
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Miss Janet Usrey receives
Keith Overby receives his
award from the Courier-Journal her award from the Courierfor being named "Outstanding Journal for being named
4-H Boy of Calloway County." "Outstanding 4-fl Girl of
Carves Paschall, Council vice- Calloway County." Carves
viceCouncil
president, made the presen- Paschall,
president, made the presentation.
tation.

The annual 4-H Achievement
Recognition
Leader
and
Banquet was held at the First
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, Aprll 7, at seven p.m.
with the Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, and 4-H Council as
sponsors for the barbecue
dinner.
J.T. Bowland, McCracken
County leader, was the guest
on
spoke
and
speaker
-Leadership." He was introduced by the 4-H Council
president, Dan SIllpley. Special
guests were Judge Robert 0.
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Lennis
Hale, and Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Young.
Meritious Service awards
were presented to Max Beale of

Camping
takes
practice
By ROLLA WILLIAMS
Copley News Service

Recognition

the Bank of Murray and Ray
Brownfield of the Peoples Bank.
The "outstanding 4-H Club
award" for the year was
presented to the Kirksey Club
with the award being accepted
by Mrs. Harold Fines, Kirksey
community leader.
Mrs. Larue Sledd, secretary
at the 4-H Council, Arlie Scott,
council representative to the
area, Edwin Jennings of Singer
Center,
Carves
Sewing
council
vicePaschall,
president, and Fred Gillum,
County Extension Agent for 4-H,
presented the various awards.
Local winners included Susan
L. Anderson, Sandra Crittenden, Sharon Boggess, Tan?
Boggess, Jill Falwell, Nada
Frazier, Lisa Rogers, Debra
Smith, Tammy Smothennan,
Meleia Spann, and Stephanie
Wyatt.
Area junior winners were
Kathy Black, Shiela Blakely,
Timmy Coles, Patricia Cunningham, Laura Fones, Laura
Jarrett, Joy Kelso, Keith
Overby, Mike Rogers, Terry
,Sledd, Debra Tucker, Gail
Tucker, and Chuck Williams.
Area senior winners were
Karen Alexander, Dianne
Harrison, Janey Kelso, Carolyn
Scott, and Janet Usrey.
State winners were Charles
Glisson, Bill Glisson, Steve
Howard, Kenneth Paschall,
Sandra Stark, Krit Stubblefield,
Jerry Tucker, and Larry
Tucker.
Outstanding 4-H Boy and Girl
awards from a Louisville
newspaeer went to Janet Usrey
and Keith Overlap. Donald
Colson was the winner of the
bicycle given in a drawing from
those in candy sales.

Banspet

Horse I
FRANKFORT,
Kentucky Derby ap
centennial race, I
other century of tf
racing and breeding
into the backgrouni
Horse racing hi
integral part of
society long bet'
thought of starting ;
called the Kentuck

Up-to-(
prim
on Ch
Gerald Coles and Arlie Scott congratulate Donald Colson of the
Faxon 4-H Club for having his name drawn as winner of the
bicycle in the 4-H candy sale.

It's coming up family
camping time — fast — and
here are some tips which
should add to the enjoyment
of the experience.
They have been gleaned
from numerous camping publications. These include
"Camping Handbook," a Sunset publication; "Backpacker's Digest," by C. R. (Bob)
Learn and Anne S. Tallman;
-Camper's Digest;""Family
Edwin Jennings presents, left to right, Dianne Harrison,
Camping," and "Sunset WestCarolyn Scott. Karen Alexander, and Janet Esrey with area
Arlie Scott congratulates 4-Wers who are Purchase Area
ern Campsites 1973," just
awards at the 4-H banquet. Not pictured is Janey Kelso.
winners in their respective categories. They are, left ro right.
published.
Sheila Blakely, Terry Sledd, Debra Tucker, Chuck Williams,
Best beach camping is in
Kathy Black, and Timmy Coles.
May and early June, when
Area award winners, left to right, Laura Fones, Gail Tucker, flowers are in bloom and sumKeith Overby, Patricia Cunningham, and Laura Jarrett, are
mer traffic is not, or in SepWhen driving downhill or
presented awards by Arlie Scott. Not pictured are Joy Kelso and
tember-October when the
down a mountain road, move
Mike Rogers.
roads
weather is balmy and
the automatic transmission
ar.d campgrounds are not
gear lever to the next lowest
crowded.
position, or manual transmis(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
Tire chains, spread flat in
sion lever to second gear.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVIC“, INC.
front of wheels,-give traction
This causes the engine to
if stuck in sand.
help in braking — preventing
If beach camping, by tent,
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
overheating and strain on the
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
in Mexico, paper pie plates or
brake linings as well as other
plastic • coffee can covers,
PRINTING AND
critical brake and wheel
buried in sand, give footing
parts.
..‘
DUPLICATING
kr guy lines.
Sunglasses are useful, even
Niow I Get Long Looting
.
if you don't wear them all the
time, in the Mountains, in the
desert and around snow. The
•
polaroid type enable you to
Mrs. Arlie Scott, left, Mrs. Gerald Coles, and Mrs. Howard
see fish beneath the surface of
Bury were members of the committee in charge of arrangements
Sufferers of s,gIYtal Itch
mountain streams. Sunburn
underarm itch. vast'. sralc. CtiZell1a
for 4-H Club banquet held at the First United Methodist Church.
t c.'port a creme formutabon called
ointment and lip cream are
IIICOZENE cheeks Itching agony fast.
too.
useful extra items,
This widely used medication lights
Irritating bacteria. relieves stinging
The weight of camping gear
and burning while it gently soothes
Atatially puts strain on auto
tender. Inflamed ILASUC. Quiets nerve
ends so a% scratching stops natural
springs and it's well to have
healing starts. Don't suffer needlessly.
Get BICOZENEtoday a I. you r d ruggist.
"overloads" installed before
50443 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753.4662
departure, and have your auto
checked for mechanical perMLIRRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
fection before leaving town.
Central Shopping Center
Trouble on the road eats up
precious time and invariably
costs more than expected.
Each 5,000 feet of elevation
Carves Paschall presents awards for winners in the state 4-H
events. They are, left to right, Bill Glisson, Kenneth Paschall,
doubles sea-level cooking
Charles Glisson, Kathy Stubblefield, and Debra Tucker. The
time. Thus, at 10,000 feet — in
latter two accepted awards for Kilt Stubblefield and Larry and
the Sierra, for example — it
Jerry Tucker.
takes four times as long to
cook a meal. Water boils at
California Grown
193 degrees at 10,000 feet, 19
degrees cooler than at sea
— 50 Varieties
level.
Salt air corrodes aluminum,
Complete Assortment of Shade Trees,
(Caused by Pasteurelle multocida
so cover aluminum pots and
and/or Corynebecterium pyogenes)
utensils when not in use near
Fruit Trees, Hollies, Junipers, Ground Covers, Azaleas, Flowering Trees and
the beach.
with
A light coat of oil or some
Shrubs.
paraffin on aluminum zippers
to tents and sleeping bags
prevents sticking. And cover
are jammed full of BEDDING PLANTS OF ALL KINDS
your auto with a tarpaulin, if
possible.
— RHUBARB, TOMATOES, PEPPERS, CABBAGE, EGGPLANT, PANSIES,
If you anticipate wet weathGERANIUMS . . . YOU NAME IT, WE HAVE IT!
er, buy some sort of commercial fire starter. Or make your
own: candle stubs or tightly
CREEPING PHLOX - ASTERS - DELPHINIUM - CANDY
rolled newspapers soaked in
paraffin.
OTHERS.
AND
TUFT
When you select a campsite,
try to avoid windy spots like
Oan Shipley, right, 4-H Council president, presents Max Beale, hill crests or wind gaps along
second from left, of the Bank of Murray and Ray Brownfield of the ridges. The tip is slanted zee
Peoples Rank with the 1972 Calloway County Meritorious Service trunks and lighter growth of
en pneumonia strikes, only a few pigs may show signs
awards. On the left is Carves Paschall, council vice-president.
bushes than in sheltered
ibof the disease. Chances are, however, that all the pigs are
spots. In mountains, remember that winds blow uphill
iIllealaaacd to tile feCLion TYLICII1DPIUTSTIffalf5 our14Zi's
during the day, downhill at
elps control bacterial pneumonia in the entire herd.
night.
Take along a good, familysized first-aid kit and hope
you never need to use it. Compress it in size and weight if
it's for backpacking; some
"survival" kits, prepacked,
are for sale.
If you're an inexperienced
camper, make a practice run
before a long trip. Be certain
to set up a tent, completely,
before camping. And practice
-Closed Sundaysyour cooking technique —
Dutch oven, pressure cooker,
Svea stave.
A kitchen unit is useful, one
which assembles into a table
for a stove, has space for food
preparatiqn and storagç.,
500 North 4th Street
Dan Shipley, 4-H Council president, presents Mrs. Harold Fones
'Murray; Kentucky
Plans are free from American
with the,-ihitstanding 4-H Chrb Award." The award went to the
Plywood Association, 1119 -A-1 Kfrksey Club where Mrs. Fones was community leader for 1972.
St., Tacoma, Wash. 98401.

Braking tips help
preserve life
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Time To Plant.
POTTED ROSE BUSHES
NURSERY STOCK

THE FORRIDD
by Roderick Mai
Newsweek Boots;
$10.
Reviewed 1
JOHN PINKE
Copley News S
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MEXICAN POTTERY - TOOLS
TRELLISES - BIRD BATHS & HOUSES

Get TYLAN'Plus Sulfa
in our feeds today.
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Horse Racing in Kentucky Dates Back To Earliest Settlements
These horses were often
races were run on paths worn
by wild animals going to and entered in "heat racing."
from salt licks. These paths Depending upon the number of
were straight laid could be as heats m a match, a horse had to
win at least two to be judged a
much as 30 feet wide.
The photo finish of today was winner Distances of two,three,
unheard of then. A horse had to and four miles were common
win by a "sword's length" to be with rest periods between heats
truly considered a winner. Col. varying from 15 to 30 minutes
Chinn says, "The value of a depending upon the length of the
horse was its ability to get away race.
Because of conditions that
from an enemy. There had to be
daylight between the leltses could hardly be more favorable
before one was declared the to horse raising, the Kentucky
bluegrass country soon began to

The thoroughbred horse
originated in England where the
British bred the light, swift
horses of Arabia, Turkey and
Soon the sport picked up
Barbary with the stronger,
heavier native stock.

again and as settlers moved into
Kentucky they brought their
horses and their love of racing
with them. Horse racing rapidly
became a major past-time of
Kentucky's first residents.
Because the settlers had little
time and few resources to spend
English settlers brought them on sports, the first horse races
to the Carolinas, Maryland, and
were run on very primitive
Virginia where horse racing tracks and often under danger
rapidly became popular. Horse of Indian attacks.
racing went into.a decline after
According to Col. George
the
War Chinn of the Kentucky
Revolutionary
however. Being a British import Historical Society, the first
it suffered from the wave of
anti-British feeling that swept
through the new nation after the swewsowseasei

FRANKFORT, Ky.—As the
Kentucky Derby approaches its
centennial race, Kentucky's
Aber century of thoroughbred
racing and breeding often fades
into the background.
Horse racing had been an
integral part of Kentucky
society long before anyone
thought of starting a horse race
called the Kentucky Derby.

tip-Jo-date
primer
on China

gain stature in racing circles.
As early as 1792 the army was
advertising to buy Kentucky
horses.
The gently rolling country
side, the soil and water filled
with calcium and phosphorous,
the pleasant and moderate
climate, combined to make
cen al Kentucky the horse
rais ig center of the country.
During a visit to Kentucky,
Daniel Webster observed, "The
Kentuckians value themselves
greatly in their breed of horses,

...n ....4...........- ..........., -.
.
.
d
.
.
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THE FORBIDDEN CITI4- by Roderick MacFarqabar;
Newsweek Books; 172 pages;
$10.
Reviewed By
JOHN PINICERMAN
Copley News Service
As might be expected with
the opening of formerly forbidden Red China, authors
with varying qualifications
are rushing into print with
books on the giant of Asian
communism.
Roderick MacFarquhar is
truly an "old China hand" and
perhaps this gives his "The
Forbidden City" a bit more
attraction for readers either
expert or naive on the nation
President Nixon cracked for
visitors from abroad.
MacFarquhar does far
more than discuss the relics of
the Forbidden City although
he does provide 150 pictures of
various ancient pieces and
places.
Insomewhat over 40,000
words he goes deeply into the
development of Cninese civilization, from the Kublai Khan
days of 1274 to the 20th Century. In his writing he calls on
long experience as an editor
of China Quarterly and other
research into contemporary
Chinese history.
He points out that today the
term Forbidden City is a misnomer, for there is very little
in Peking that is not as open to
the public as the palace museum. However, for the uninformed, he writes a highly interesting and descriptive section on the Dragon Pavement
houses,plus detailed information on the former Imperial
Ancestral Temple, now
dubbed by the Reds as the
People's Palace of Culture. It
includes theaters, sports
arenas and other recreational
facilities — some at Mitch are
depicted in vivid color—
Color photos ( one-third of
the 150 illustrations are in
color) include delicately
tinted scrolls, pottery and a
number of diagrams, maps
and charts.

Gas Representaiiik
Doesn't Nisei-kir
Shortage
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
Kentucky gasoline marketers'
representative has said it's too
early to tell whether filling stations in the state will have to
close because of the nationwide
gasoline shortage.
K.J. Papp, executive director
of the Kentucky Independent
Gasoline Marketers Association, said he doesn't think the
shortage will bring rationing in
Kentucky, though prices may
rise.
Some independent dealers in
Louisville have been forced to
cut back their hours of operation.
"I don't foresee any widespread closings," Papp said,
however.
He said the shortage is felt
mostly by independents because "all are buying from major suppliers of some type or
other.
Some independent chains,
Papp added, "will start studying each station on an individual basis to determine the profitability of keeping it open."
Some states have been harder hit by the shortage, with rationing and wholesale closings
of independent stations reported.
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SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) —
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Carlton,
convicted murderers who have
been inmates at the New Mexico State Penitentiary for more
than a year, are expecting a
baby in June.
The prison has no conjugat^
living arrangements.
But last fall the Cantons
were admitted to a special college study program at the nearby College of Santa Fe.
"They're dropped off in the
morning and taken back in the
evening," said Warden Felix
Rodriguez. "You figure it out."
Rodriguez said Mrs. Carlton's
mother plans to care for the
baby, the couple's first, after
it's born.
The Carltons are serving 10to-50-year sentences for the 1969
murder of a 68-year-old pharmacist.
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MEN'S
Boys
DRESS SHORT SLEEVE
SLACKS DRESS
Solids and
SHIRTS
Stripes

Solids or Prints

M
N I

Ladies
WHITE RAIN

ARRID
EXTRA-DRY

89;
Reg. 89'

Large Asst

aster Bctskets
Filled with Goodies
Discount Prices

Choice of Regular, Extra
Hold, Unscented, Oily.
13-oz.
Reg.

Solids and Prints
Sizes Small-Large

6;

$297
Stretch Knits

$397

1.49

ULTRA BRITE

Short
Sets

SHORT
SETS

HAIR
SPRAY

ANTI-PERSPIRAAT
Choice of Regular Of
Unscented
9-oz. Spray Can
Reg.
'1.79

Sizes 7-14

TOOTHPASTE

Choice of Regular or cool mint. Large
49
4 5-oz. tube.

MEN'S & BOY'S
CANVAS &
VINYL

Reg.
49'

CLOGS

TRACK SHOES

Many Colors and Styles

Also

Shop Us 8 Save!

BOAT
SEATS
r Approved by Coast Guard
for any kind of boat or vessel
r Unsinkable Aquafoam
r Very comfortable
r All sizes: Ladies, mens, childrens

Swivel Type

$567

Reg. '7.27

LOVE,
AMERICAN STYLE
Americans love appliances
— they use over one billion,
according to the First National City Rank of New York.

Not exactly as

Prices From
SHAKESPEARE Model DF 1

DETROIT •7
FULL VISION

SCAN-MASTER

Fish Locator &
Depth Finder

MIRROR

5-Piece Aluminum

Cook Ware Set
4 Qt. covered pot
2 Qt. saucepan
I Qt. saucepan
10 QL fry pan-Teflon II

This Weekend Only

s,39. 9900
Reg.

$

Portable, Uses 2, 6 volt lantern batteries,
Waterproof and floatable.

Complete with mounting brackets and instructions.

CLOSE OUT!
7-PIECE

Solid State Construction
VIKING

Don't pay for all this.

12 h.p. Tractor 9195°°

ALL TEFLON

BATTERY
CHARGER

Lawn & Garden Tractor and we'll
Buy any
include the mower at no extra cost.
Or, buy any IH Riding Mower and we'll include
the trailer at no extra cost!
But hurry. This must be a limited time offer.
'II Riding Mower with cart $525cm
IN Laws & Garden Tractor, Mower
9 195oo

—
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great conflict. Many horses were either stolen or pressed
into service for the military. .
After the war the
was graduallygradually built up again._
until a Kentuckian named CoL
M. Lewis Clark decided to start
the Louisville Jockey Club.
Clark and the Jockey Club were
building
for
responsible
Churchill Downs and holding
the first Kentucky Derby in
1875.
From that point onward,
Kentucky's place in the
breeding and racing of fine
thoroughbreds has been unchallenged.

* CLOTHING DEPARTMENT *

.
II • III

Married Inmates
Expecting Child

* VOTE FOR *

I I 1 N,

and enter Into the spirit of such
an occasion, and it is not
disagreeable to see such men as
Clay, Crittenden, Robinson, and
others of that stamp apparently
as much excited, talking as
loudly, betting as freely.
drinking as deeply, and
swearing as excessively arthe
jockeys themselves."
Between the War of 1812 and
Civil War, Kentucky's horse
racing and breeding industry
continued to grow and expand.
Although racing continued
during the Civil War, Kentucky,
being e border state, was victimized by both sides in that

•
•
'

— 6 AMP —
Reg. '21.97

1-Yr. Warranty
• 6 or 12 Volt
- 10 AMP -

Cookware Set
Tough Teflon II
Avacado & Poppy Red

Complete Line
of

BOMBER LURES
Also complete selection Bushwhackers,

I Qt. saucepan with carer
2 Qt. saucepan yyith cover
4 Qt. pot %ith cover
10 Qt. fry pan

Reg. '12.95

SEAFORD'S.
Lawn & Garden Equip.
Ph. 437-4412
Route 1
Any way yam art it.

Hardin,
KY.
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Site Of Christ's Death
Disputed Among Groups

PUT 1011aftS
TO WORK FOR YOU

Your Individual
Horoscope

AGE THIRTEEI
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r
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By HAL MeCLURE • • den Tomb idea began to take
hold, thanks to a campaign
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM ( AP)- Where launched by British Gen.
Charles Gordon, who visited Jedid Christ die?
Crusader rusalem en route home from
Answer to Yesterday $ Puzzle
rambling
The
Church of the Holy Sepulchre his Chinese campaigns.
000OR OOMMO
Gordon was convinced that
deep inside the Old City's walls
moilonm
OMMoam
45 Kite
ACROSS
Frances Drak•
mu mama
mmati is revered by millions as the 60-foot-high hill just north of
47 Antlered
t 110.01
,
011119Damascus Gate was the true
1Dna onnam OMO site of Calvary.
.
E_:'
•
•
ROOn MOM MW
48 Fathers
But a growing number of Calvary. Two hollows in the FOR FRIDAY,
WON
DOWN
Ii asgashend
Christians also believe Jesus face of the hill made it look
APRIL a,,W4
kerr
12 Hasa ot church
was crucified and entombed in like a skull - Golgotha, he
warns.)
-2 War gad
a
which
of
in
section
said.
the
quarter
in
Look
a
area
garden
a
te.
14 Hold on
3 Law
PODOB MOO mile to the north.
He began a campaign that your birthday comes and find
ProPerty
414110
4 Rupees tabbr
MOOR
OMRM
15 Encounter
Christian pilgrims by the eventually led to the estab- what your outlook is, according
5 Engraving woe)
BMOMMO OMORPO
17 A state latabrj
_
acid
thousands will pray at both the lishment of the London-bsaed, to the stars.
NUTRITION %,ORKSHOP-Participants in a home economics education enrichment workshop at
6 masts
OLISEIR MO P3
18 Plural ending
Garden
and the Garden Tomb nondenominational
church
19 Blouse
Murray State University take advantage of a break to play a special game designed to increase
7 Tem gone try
Itute,s4Lie
Tomb Association, which has
20 Untt tat
ts 20 Feaegn
this Easter Week.
knowledge about foods. Shown (left to right I are: Lamone AkIerdfee of the Dairy Council of Kentucky
33 Rain and had
22 Box
Sammie
11 and Southern Indiana from Paducah; Martha Nall of Louisville, a teacher at Pairdale High School;
The Garden Tomb has been jurisdiction over the site.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 2I)) 14
9 Symtiot for
35 Menet coats
23 Deadly
currency
nior
The Tomb, a two-room cave,
Do not begin day's activities Mrs. Ruth Daughaday of the public assistance office in Calloway County; Mrs. Mary Burfoot of the
winning more supporters be38 Tolled
25 Higher elan
21 Conainction
10 Ciassdied
39 Eat
25 Girt s name
location - well out- is surrounded by a lush and until you have a well-defined Kentucky Department of Health in Frankfort; and Mrs. Earl Sasser of Horse Cave, a graduate
its
of
cause
22 Part ol lace
11 Assumed kt.Wfle 28 Long steps
41 Ocean
tpl
side Old Jerusalem's thick Tur- ivell-tended garden, filled with program. But do not hesitate too student in home economics. Focused on the theme of "New Approaches to the Teaching of
42 Armed conflict
13 Ceremonies
29 Besmirch
23 Escape
well-manicured shrubs, flowers long or you may lose out on Nutrition," the workshop April 13-14 serves as both pre-service and in-service training Ir vocational
_30 Smaillibralll__AtSdlniiilW)
18 egr12121 _
kish walls.
24 Looking
46 Chinese mule
31 Bost*
19 Parts of legs
For the Scriptures are clear and tall shade trees - de- some fine advantages.
fixedly
home economies education.
26 Servants
that Jesus was crucified outside scribed by one Easter visitor as TAURUS
27 Loud noise
a "true oasis of tranquillity in ( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€77
the city. St. John continues:
28 Saha*
You can expect a pleasant
"Now in the place where He bustling Arab Jerusalem."
29 Blemishes
So far archaeologists and bib- day, with associates full of good
was crucified there was a gar31 Runs aground
Day
34 Change places
den, and in the garden a new lical scholars have made little will and congeniality.
travel
for
favorable
35 Danger
especially
tomb where no one had been progress establishing the true
36 Man s
and meeting people of stature
laid ... as the tomb was close at location of the crucifixion.
nickname
37 Compass point
The main unanswered ques- and position.
hand, they laid Jesus there."
GEMINI
38 13,nd again
"The Garden Tomb fits this tion:
39 Expire
( May 22 to June 21)
work; and 5) 'the cost of sellthe
says
description,"
Bible
This column of questions and answers on federal
iued
40 Three
You should find hobbies and
Were the sites marked by the
ing your residence.
Sloth
warden, the Rev. Jan W. Van
tax
is
by
matters
the
local
provided
the
office
S.
of
U.
absorbing
endeavors
artistic
Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
41 Dinnef COUC30
der Hoeven, a 33-year-old
and rewarding. And, like
For. details on the limitaInternal Revenue Service and is published as a public
42 Sagacious
or outside the walls?
exwide
with
churchman
Dutch
tions and requirements for the
43 Current
Taurus, you may meet new
service to taxpayers. The column answers -questions
The shrine is now inside the people who prove highly
perience in the Middle East.
moving expense deduction, See
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
IRS Publication 521, "Tax InThe entire Garden Tomb con- walls built in the 16th century stimulating.
formation on Moving Except appears to flaunt the 1,600- by Suleiman the Magnificent. CANCER
-patties:A-Fee.• free mspr,-A14
badr
l'eur
Beiauseiy"Inir8iad 1n8 I---biarir
-year-old Church of the-Hi* Se- But the spot actually was out- (June 22 to-July 23) e4C-4)
.
forms package to obtain a free out and mail the order blank
side the Roman walls during
pulchre tradition.
Meet with the opposition to both work, we have a maid
on the back of your tax forms
But it wasn't until the end of Christ's time, Church support- iron out differences, win ad- come in to clean up and to be COPY.
package. —
IR
your there when our child come,-..
through
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
vantages
the last century that the Gar- ers say.
home from school. Can we de- Q. I took a new job out of
Welcome
personality.
delightful
duct the maid's salary as a state and had to move. What Q. Where can I get a copy of
fresh ideas, constructive child care expense?
your official income tax guide?
moving expenses can I deduct?
\ 1
I
KNOW
?ERA,I'M
I-(OUR OWN 51UPIO
1 1)10Nt
suggestions.
lt/E HAVE TO VWHO 010 IT,
A EstI4BI.IN6
1TWA5 WRONG... LEO
A. You can deduct expenses A. If you qualify, you can de- A. IRS Publication 17, "Your
BABY BROTHER! ZERA?
FORFEIT THE GALE WA?
ASHAMED
SCANDAL I'M
for ordinary and usual house- duct as moving expenses: 1) Federal Income Tax," is availI'M NEW IN
GNU? GAME WE WHO BET ON
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
DiS6RACED!!
OF q0U:: THE
hold services if they are em- travel expenses (including able for 75 cents at Internal
WORLD;
THE GAME?
EVER WON!
Less than your finest will not
related and if you meals and lodging) from your Revenue offices, Government
be acceptable now. And others ployment
is
meet the other requirements old residence to your new one; Printing Office bookstores and
KNOW what you can produce for this deduction.
2) the cost of moving house- many post offices. For business
when putting forth best efforts.
For more information on hold goods; 3) the cost of taxpayers, IRS Publication
Stress your fine organizing these requirements, see IRS premove hausehunting trips; 334, "Tax Guide for Small
Mit
abilities.
Publication 503, "Child Care 4) the cost of temporary quar- Business," may also be helpDependent ters at the new location dur- ful. it may also be purchased
and
Disabled
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Adjustments, revisions, quick writing your Internal Revenue tive days after obtaining tions.
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trip
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VMAT DO
cooperate.
PROPO5ALrW IT5
The system is a joint effort
YOUR PROP054..
'N7
the gento
subject
balance
the
YOti
For the traveler planning a
AQUARIUS
EPITIRETY, 602./
of the State Highway Patrol
REALLY?
eral limitations on medical ex51g?
stay of any length at all in
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
and the National Highway
penses) and bus and taxi fares
Paris, a mastery of the bus
This is a day for making high- or the cost of driving to and
Traffic Safety Administraand subway'system is essenlevel gains, if you begin - and from the doctor.
it, 6
tion. ...
•
°PI. 40
tial.
Remember medical expenses
stay - with the best, displaying
Helsinki has a church built
Otherwise you'll be at the
your capabilities effectively. are deductible only if you
itemize and, esteeptr--doe. the-- mercy of cab drivers andwilk- --into- solid - rock.- Taivaltahti
Avoid anxiety.
special rule for medical insurChurch, newest church in Finfind your dwindling dollar
PISCES
ance premiums, may be deland's capital, is set in the
dwindling even faster. Tourist
(Feb. 29 to Mar. 20)
they
extent
the
to
only
ducted
center of a large open square
offices and hotels can provide
Important now: Common exceed three percent of your
in a residential area. It has no
you with niap8 of the Autobus
sense, logical analysis and calm inconie.. For more information,
spire nor bell tower, but it has
and Metropolitan ( Metro)
appraisal of all situations. see IRS Publication 502, "Dea massive round copper dome
systems. And once you brave
Business and occupational duction for Medical and Dental
NANCY
70 feet in diameter.
the underground passages,
matters highly favored, but Expenses." Just use the order
take no risks.
PART
THE
WHERE
LIKE
DIDN'T
PART
I
I DIDN'T LIKE THE
THEY RAN OUT OF POPCORN
WHERE THEY RAN OUT
YOU BORN TODAY, an
MOVIES
IN THE LOB BY
OF GAS IN THE AUTO
Aries-Taurus cuspal ( one born
RACE
at the change of Signs), are
endowed with a wealth of
talents and fine traits which,
'-i
combined, can lead ts a highly
and successful life.
stimulating
Vn
You are ambitious and
aggressive, imaginative and
.,---- ---resourceful; would make an
excellent business executive or
‘,10
large
*
any
of
1111140
leader
11111111
imasor
organisation. You also have a
strong creative side and could
LIL ABNER
IT'S HIS
(AIN'T
shine in the worlds of literature,
VW'S
A
PA*1
I'LL
ABLE
HAVE
I
WAS
HE NEVAP
AGREEI
ONLY
music, art or in the theater.
FORTUNE
20
THAT
A
RAISE
QUARTER
10
PosSESivni!!
FOR IT- 9 rrs
Your personality is a dynamic
YEARS—
AISI4,S0 HE MISSED
AGREED? PAPPVI
and your intuitive powers
one
`TH' NEXT 209ARS ALL EX.CEPT
4 is
POSSESi-ALNTHE FIRST
OF IT- AL
are strong. Birthdate of: Dinah
ISSUE
0.
Craik, English novelist; Lionel
Hampton, jazz musician.
eit
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YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR PM For • personal 140 Pea*
forecast on health. artiont., Nee end
marriage send $I CO Mos 25 cants in
r ern for postage and /seedling to
'etereelaglatiMe
Old Chefs** Station Now YawS. N
10011 mentioning this
print your NAME ADORES *fl,
2.P and DATE OF BIRTH (lobe sure
yOU get the fleet toreCeS1 00k kOtkr
rocl.e( f•gn)

PEST CO!

FOR ME best
service and terrr
Superior Exterr
puny, 753-7266.
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-AUCTION SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS raR

BUICK, 1962. Runs good, $125.00.
A21C
Saturday,
AUCTION,
wagon,
ANTIQUE
station
1971
5877:
'
753
PLYMOUTH
Phone
mileage.
Make Plans Now to Attend Complete Dairy Dispersal
1967 VOLKSWAGON station SUBARU, 1971. Low
April 21, at 10:00 a.m., rain or 10 passenger. Power, air and top wagon, rebuilt engine. Bethel One owner. Good etronomy car.
R.A. MORRISON AUCTION
CAMARO, 1967-327 four speod
shine! Two miles west of Murray rack. Excellent condition,
Wed., April 25th, 10:00 a.m., 1973
Am Church Road, 1st house on left Excellent condition. 81200.00.
Highway $1250.00. phone 436.2427.
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00 pm
on
University,
State
Am
MOP Phone 7534124.
Rain or Shine-Lunch available
past graveyard Box 414.
A2JC
at
the
fairground
adjoining
121
KEVII.. KENTUCKY
the collector's corner. Owners: REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SA I.E
SALE
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
FOR
REAL
ESTATE
REAL
Sale will be held on the farm located 5 miles north of Kevil, Kentucky on the Joppa landing
Mrs. Annette Hood and Mrs
road. Turn north off hwy. 60 in Kevil onto hwy. 473, go north 3 miles to 4 way stop at
Irene Ray
muteseesssamsessasuilliallissiletellioll8,1981111111M1pummetusayasoeul
Joppa
Woodville, proceed north 4 miles -to Ogden landing rd. and turn left. Go 1 mile to
This is a complete close out
landing rd. and turn left to Dairy Farm.
sale, nothing withheld or rejected
Complete Dairy Herd Dispersal
regardless of price. Will este*
-Selling 183 Holsteins
▪ 101 Mature Cows
and walnut furntiture, bedroom
40 of these are in 1st Lactation, 15 are milking in 2nd Lactation, 25 are in their 3rd Lactation.
suite, wishbone mirror dresser,
Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like
54 Holstein Heifers
wig dresser,
golden oak
Due to start calving in September. Here is a chance for someone to purchase a fine group of
refinished round dining table,
heifers. They are purebred and out of Mr. Morrison's better cows. With spring here and
walnut over 100 years old, large
pasture plentiful you can watch your profits grow.
oak bedstead, stage coach and
9 Open Holstein Heifers 400-500 lbs.
bamboo rockers, 3 washstands,
I? Holstein Heifers C'arnation Breeding-Just weaned.
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
drawers and doors, a marble top
Baby Calves
base, others with towel racks,
Phone 753-4342
3 Holstein Bulls iPurebred
oak dining table with designed
All Cows TB and Bangs Free-Health Certificates Furnished.
legs, small Queen Anne table
This herd is in excellent condition and milking good. There has been around 25 cows that
with drawer, picture frames,
have calved in the last 6 weeks. There will be around 25 cows in the dry lot on sale day. All
walnut and tin portrait plaques,
breeding dates and milk weights will be given on sale day. Here is a chance to purchase
mirrors, and small pieces.
Ron Talent
0
Edna Knight,
some high producing cows at your price.
Approximately 250 pieces of
"BEING SOLD DUE TO HEALTH"
depression glass, all colors, cups,
Pat Mobley,
C. Bailey Hendricks
Mr. Morrison has recently had a back operation and for the reason only is he selling. He has
dishes, plates, large and small,
He
milking.
to
bred and culled consistently to upgrade his herd as he was planning continue
cookie and candy jars, pitchers
had just built a new barn last year.
also pressed and pattern glass,
MILKING EQUIP.
berry bowls, covered and open
If you wish to sell your home, call us for an appraisal. Someone wants your
1000 Gidlon Diri-Kool all stainless bulk tank with dairy kool-bon mato washer, Bought New
(grape and dogwood design),
three bowls and pitchers (two
in Dec. 72, Chore Boy Pipeline-Double glass line-4 chore boy milking units, 4 weigh jars &
unusually rare), cake stand
fiadialicpUni•Vint 3TT-P. MdtorIra/Wen-steer vat:Vs/In:Muir type door opener!&ciosers.
hornet Let us find the buyer foryouT
honey and salad pieces, vases,
8 chore boy automatic feeders overhead), day or night gas heater 98,000 BTU. 5 silage
salt and p4pers, pick holders,
troughs 4 new ones)
CITY HOMES
For More Information Contact
table of everyday gifts, Tom and
OWNER
R.A.
MORRISON,
MR. & MRS.
Jerry set, cups, mugs and hand
PENNY ROAD, KINGSWOOD, Coldwater, Bagwell Manor,
LUXURY YOU CAN AFFORD-Finally someone has built a
Rt. 3, Kevil, Kentucky, Pho. 502-462-3330 or...
made items, variety of china,
Tri-City, South 11th Street. Holly Bush, Oakdale, Farmer,
luxury home with a reasonable price tag. A custom . built
plain, enameled and designed,
North 18th Street. Gatesborough. Kentucky Lake Develophome with a gorgeous interior that is beautifully coordinated
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
occupied Japanese pieces,
ment Corporation, Lakeway Shores. North 16th Street.
to compliment 3 large bedrooms, living room family room, 2
figurines, five star and other
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer, Lie. No. 67
baths and a fantastic kitchen. This dream house is guarancrults, clocks, twisted handle
to give you many years of satisfaction! Priced at only
teed
Martin, Tennessee
Phone 587-3801
butter knives, Santa Fe Tea Pot
I AKE
OFF. 239 University St.
Call us for more information and exclusive
$37,500.00.
Terry Oliver
Wendell Alexander
other plated ware, granite, irons,
Night: Marvin E. Alexander
showing.
IN
EIGHT
LOTS
LAKE
KENTUCKY
Corp.
Development
364-2709
364-2855
kettles, lamps, jars, jugs, churns
587-4568
All for only $1800. Must see to appreciate.
IT'S ALL TOGETHER-This handsome home has
_
with lids, spring seat for wagon
-More People Are Selling The Alexander Way"
everything the modern family desires. A beautiful family
and miscellaneous pieces are
PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME!! Ideal for a
room with fireplace and sliding doors to the patio. A specsingles, pairs and sets, some
summer retreat. Large sun porch and has boat dock. Relax.
tacular kitchen, and formal dining room. Bedroom wing has
1/8•111•M•••••••1141•••••1 jewelry, Indian arrows, and some
swim, fish, sunbathe, go boating. Enjoy it all. Only $24,500.
2 full baths, 3 bedrooms and plenty of closets. Double atLEGAL NOTICE
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April •
beautiful old carnival ware, the
•
Restaurateurs!
•
Attention
of
west
tached garage. It's brand new too! Look now!!! $42,000.00.
21, 10:00 a.m., "2 mile
PANORAMA SHORES. A beautiful
IN
AUCTION
SCENIC VIEW
• large pieces windmill pattern,
COMMONWEALTH OF
Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94. Have •
Sat, April 21-10 -00 a.m. • also cobault blue and other
▪
tremendous
Has
drive.
wooded lot with a paved circular
•
FIVE STAR VALUE- A BEAUTIFUL MODERN five
KENTUCKY
moved a large house of furniture • Barkley House Restaurant
•
ware.
view. A large mobile home with a sundeck and closed in brick
Cadiz, Ky Hwy. 68 East • colored
•
bedroom home in one of the best sections of Murray. Easy
Fulton,
DEPARTMENT OF
from
and antique items
• Air Conditioners 1800 & 9000 •
We invite our friends to this
and redwood porch has been added. Completely furnished.
ON
accessibility to town, all schools and shopping centers. A
TRANSPORTATI
U 1 Deonpsey Dumpster, • sale as it is one of the best sales,
Kentucky; and will sell at auc- ▪
212,500 and ready to use. "
a BT-U.
Machine, 1 •
built home with pride of ownership featuring: Split mg
quality
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
• 1 Victor, Adding
tion.
•
items and quality wise. Instant
• National Cash Register, 4
3 full baths, fireplace, formal dining area. I
design,
level
oom
are-bedr
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
lot
few items
a Refrigerators, 4 Freezers, i parting, eats and drinks, not
LAKEWAY SHORES - A BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT
room, large patio with gas grill and 3 car ai
•
family
•
7
Case,
Separate
Pie
by
Stove,
Electric
received
odd
Sealed bids will be
suite, living room suite,
with a scenic view of Kentucky Lake. Easy to get to. Let us
Pots, 111 responsible for accidents.
Pans,
Cases.
Glass
only $45.000.00. CCall now for more in- f
for
All
carport.
•
the Bureau of Highways, at its chairs, and rockers of all kinds,•
Utensils, Stainless Steel •
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
show this to you. $7,800.00.
forwation.
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until dinette set, nice coffee and end • Portable Steam Table, Linen
of sale. Associate of Shoemaker
Cabinet. 3 Serving Carts,
10:00 A.M. Eastern Standard tables, small cedar chest,
Auction & Livestock Co
Icre
,.A.-s
.
Dispenser,
Milk
APRIL SMART-YOU WON'T BE AN APRIL FOOL..You'll
Time on the 16th day_of
411D•r0AORL size electric ralIge,t,ame...,
SMALL TRACTS OF LAND .
-Far Information pitene--1531
/
•
be an Aprll- grriaffWn yOirttve-In THIS all electric home
1,973, at which time bids will be and refrigerator, washer-dryer s Mixer & Attachments, Coffee
#
A20C
• Makers, 60 Marque Letters • 3375, Murray, Kentucky.
that doesn't compromise with quality. It's located on Doran
2 MILES SOUTH OF Coldwater. 2 acres, $1,950.00.
/
11
publicly opened and read for the combination, old ice box, like new •
(Standard Size), Various •
Road and has a professionally landscaped '7 acre lot. Home
-improvement of.
▪ Miscellaneous Items Term •
color TV., stereo and record •
•
three bedrooms, three baths, plenty of closet space and a
Reason
Sale
of
has
Day
COLLEGE FARM ROAD EXTENDED:41,2 acres. 93,750.00.
RS GROUP 63(1973) and SP 18-93 player, lots of picture frames,• s Cash
ter Sale "Out of , BusineSs is
deluxe kitchen. Call us for an appointment. You'll like it.
Bituminous Concrete Surface good giass and china, lots of hand
648,500.00.
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY,3 acres that are'professionally land•
boxes.,Accident
Class I
grab
andand
tools
•
JOHN RANDOLPH
scaped. Blacktop highway frontage. $3,900.00.
•
push
good
and
•
Wheelbarrow
REALTY
Calloway Co., RS 18-443•
•
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR TODAY AND SEE THIS
(Shaped Notes)
& AUCTION CO.
mower, old walnut press, double •
•
The KY. 94-Dexter Road
beautiful home next to Calloway County High School on the
•
OF
Priced
Little
30
LAND
at
in
Oaks
WOODED
area.
ACRES
753-113112
•
barrell muzzle loading shotgun, U
SONG BOOKS
KY. 1346) from KY. 732
C,ollege Farm Road. It has 3 bedrooms, 1 bath with room for
now.
fast.
is
Buy
going
Land
$10,500.60.
•
•
to be sold at
pin for 9mrn pistol, old telephone,
extending northwesterly to
bath. 2 car carport Owner is leaving town and wants
second
many more good antiques items.
AUCTION
the Holland Cemetery Road
$23,500.00.
sell.
to
Too many good items to list
I CR 1042), a distance of
April 28, 1973
PRODUCING
INCOME
spearetely.
2.3000 miles.
AUCTION
$250.00 DOWN-WILL BUY THIS three bedroom home at 313
JOHN RANDOLPH
SATURDAY APRIL 20, 1923,
For information phone Chester
Calloway-CV:RS-18-728block
one
home,
South 10th Street. House needs some fixing up and painting.
BEDROOM
LARGE WELL KEPT THREE
1:00 P.M.
Auction
&
Realty
The Hazel-South Pleasant
& Miller Auction Service, Lynn
all
has
Total price is $10,500.00.
GEORGE MARINE
from University. Extremely comfortable. Home
KIRKSEY, KY.
7634312
Grove Church Road from
Grove, Ky. Otto Chester aucmodern built-ins in kitchen, fireplace, two baths, carpets.
HOUSEHOLD
the Brannon Road (CR
tioneer, Dan Miller apprentice
CANTERBURY-WELL GROOMED THREE BEDROOM
Building in back produces $270.00 monthly plus $100.00 from
AUTOS FOR SALE
FURNISHINGS
1256) extending westerly to
auctioneer. ( P.S. I am now
for
ranch. All the extras, self cleaning oven, custom draperies,
arrangement
income
upstairs. Ideal retirement
2 Braided Rugs 9 x 12
KY. 783, a distance of 2.210
licensed and bonded to do sales in
large carport, 2 complete baths. This home is professionally
$45,000.00
1 Wool nig & pad 9 x 12
miles.
the state of Tennessee. Would
TWO TRUCKS for sale. If inowned and shown by appointment only.
Throw, rugs, chairs, tables
A21C
Calloway Co., RS 18-748-Dishes, lamps, clothes
appreciate friends along. the
FOR
terested phone 474-2236.
MILLER
ON
BUILDINGS
APARTMENT
THREE
hamper
The Rufus Burkeen Road
Kentucky -Tennessee line
REAL NICE BRICK HOME CLOSE TO high school. Has
$34,000.00. One apartment has 2 bedrooms, other apartments
Coffee table & MATCHING
of
date
sale
the
from KY. 91 extending
everything you want including gracious entry foyer, 3 large
ailing me for
End Table
are one bedroom each. Closeness to University keeps them
BUICK ELECTRA, 1972, full
Tappan (Signature) Electric
. Sell
bedrooms. 2 baths, and big family kitchen with built-ins.
westerly to the Hopkins
their choice. It Pays to;o
constantly.
rented
stove
power, air, stereo tape, radial
heat and air of course. Owner will sell for $28,000.00.
Central
Road (CR 1054), a distance
The Chester Miller Way.' ARC.
-(Excellent condition)
"
Phone 753clean.
extra
tires,
of 1.530 miles.
Dinette Table, Desk
LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES?
Al9C
5532.
Washing Machine (Ringer
1635 CATALINA COULD BEJUST FOR "IOU. Central heat
Calloway Co., SP 18-93-Invest $41,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
Type)
air, lots of closets, 31arge bedrooms, 2 baths. carpets.
month.
The Poor Farm Road from
and
per
rentals
from
''"*"4(4e:C:47K.C44:4C1 Bathroom Sets
$585.00
spend
depreciation,
good
CORTINA GT 1966, 4 cylinder.
Warm Morning Stove
can have immediate possession.
0.5 mile east of KY. 783
You
area.
busy
Located in the heart of Murray's
Good gas mileage,$4011.90:-Phones
tik
atendffig -eagerly - to US
BABY ECtUtPMENT
A21P
753-6609.
EXCELLENT RENTAI. PROPERTY FOR $17,500.00. This
641, a distance of 2.450
Child's desk & chair
LARGE LOT 75'x139! ON CORNER of 16th and Olive, just
Baby play pen
home on North 17th Streeet has five bedrooms and 2
frame
you.
for
location
miles.
Great
University.
across street from
High chair
CHEVROLET 1965,four door and
little work and paint will give you a nice income:
A
baths.
Walker
1964 Chevrolet four door hardtop
NEWLY DECORATED FIVE BEDROOM Brick Veneer, gas
Bid proposals for all projects will
A20C
Phone 753-7143.
ANTIQUES
ON SOUTH 15TH STREET WE.OFFEit A three bedroom
heat, new carpeting throughout, grocery fully stocked and
be available until 9:00 A.M.
Song books (shaped notes'
house. Needs fixing and painting. Priced at $18.500.00
shop.
or
repair
up
frame
auto
clean
Large
equipped.
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
Pie safe, 10 Gallon Crocks
1967, black
1VOLKSWAGEN
•:rei
possession. Garage apartment in back brings 0
seat
Wagon
immediate
for
the day of the bid opening at the
Rocker
Good condition,- Phone 753-7842
income. Look it over.
additional
of
Contract
Division
Horse collars
A20C
COUNTY HOMES
after 5:00p.m.
Flour Barrelts (Wooden
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
F
Churcn dashers
OLDER HOME ON TREE LINED STREET. Three
Bid proposals are issued only to
Know someone
KeroseneLamp
1970 TORINO GT, two door
bedrooms, fireplace in living room. Use your talents to #
contractors.
Kerosene Lamp
prequalified
C-O-Z-Y IS THE WORD FOR THIS comfortable little place.
hardtop, power steering, power
transforn1 this place into a charming home of your own. You
Picture
Frames
who'll soon
Remittance payable to the State N
W
Two bedrooms,easy to "keep up", ideal for the young couple
brakes, vinyl roof. Good conJugs
Stone
can purchase it for $18,750.00.
Treasurer of Kentucky must
Milk Cans
and retired. A real bargain. It's in Tr -City and only
dition. Reduced to $1150.00
celebrate a
for
request
accompany
Single Trees
A24C
TRY 800 NORTH 18TH STREET IF YOU NEED A RIG
_16,500.00,
Phone 753-0310.
Glass Door Safe
April 12& April 19C
proposals.
BACK YARD for the kids. Two bedroom home with large
birthday?
FARM EQUIPMENT
Hand tools
SPRING SPE6A1,- OLDER HOME on corner lot in Trifamily room. This could be just for you.
•••
Drums
It sr 650FtGallon
City with plenty of road frontage could be converted to
PEST CONTROL
Pick up Disc
1971
"CLEAN ENOUGH TO EAT OFF THE FLOORS." That's
ROAD
RUNNER
1.•
business property. Call us today to see this bargain! It's only
Scoop
Pond
what you'll say when you see this most attractive home on 4
TERMS: Cash 0
FOR THE best in pest control
Automatic,ralley wheels,
$9,900.00.
TERMS: Cash Day of Sale
Vatalina. You will love the large kitchen with all built-ins, the St
service and termite control call
bucket seats
Not Responsible in Case of
tig
greetings
them
Send
family room. 3 bedrooms. and 1'7 baths. Carpeted and
Superior Exterminating ComCHAMPAGNE TASTE! BEEtt POCKETBOOK? Then this is
Accident
753-3511
or
753-5260
draped throughout with central heat and air. A real big
in
brick
home
bath
two
for
three
bedroom,
Real
pany, 753-7266.
nice
you!
May 3C
in.
with a Happy Ad
4
JOHN RANDOLPH
_
bargain for $23,500.00. But Hurry!!
to
seen
appreciate.
It
must
be
fast.
Dexter is priced to sell
Realty & Auction Company
our Classified Section' 1111
The $16,500 price. It won't be available long!
Murray Ky
Sy(arnOre
ANTIQUE 1938 Chevrolet pickup,
INVEST IN THIS HOME ON SOUTH 12th Street. On nice lot
good condition. Phone 753753 11192
ideally suited for future development.
this
see
country
go
so
A
words,
1,000
WORTH
A23C
A
PICTURE'S
0374.
Grove on Hi ghway 893. It also has
3
Lynn
of
home
miles
south
Just cdll
FRESH AS a SPRING DAISY IS THIS NEWLY. decorated
a 2 acre lot. Possession is with deed and is pricetai.only
FIREBIRD 1969, air and power
Ate
home at 1605 Kirkwood. New dishwasher and garbage
with
$23,400.00.
*:
brakes and steering. Blue
" 753-1916
Garage. 2 hoths and 3 bedrooms Excellent
disposal.
white interior. Four new tires.
$24,900.00.
Price?
location..
5
:*to
place your 004
I CAN'T BELIIiiiiE .1 OWN THE:WHOLE THING! That's
A19P
Phone 753-5367.
what you'll say when you look over this beautiful. home with810 Guthrie has it. Also large .,
P2 acres, located on 641 south This home has a formal living • NEED A RIG FAMILY ROOM?
A WORLD OF
.11*
'
dishwasher,and disposal.
and.-oven.
willt-Tange
'
•
kitchen
good
In
1985.
iI
FORD GAIAXIE,
room,formal dining area. delightful kitchen, three bedrooms
l'? baths. Can be bought-- bedrooms.
1:u:
3
;pr.
Ledger
RESULTS/
and
The
heat
Central
A
condition. One owner. $700.00
arid -,"baths A large 2 car garage and its all beautifully "
7•
right.
'
taitiraped. It's yours 'lot jusi 834,900.00:
Can be seen at 1500 Johnson
&
:
vormamillamiewwwwwww•outopponwmwoomc mar Ale(X
A23C
•
>SW)winoor law iansAias Vac Aisa..otammiasx aatta..xaas met
Blvd..

#
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SALE

TUCKER-RE AtTORS

6.1

Sales Consultants-Home Phone
753-4910
753-8958

753-1607
753-7638:

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL!!!
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75`3:7 16Selt It With A Classified A

•

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered TWO BEDROOM apartment,
craftsman Piano Technician couples preferred.915 North 16th
A21P
Guild.
TFC Phone 753-7276.
PIANO
TUNING-Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 75311911.
TFC

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
INDEPENDANT OIL Conhas
new service station for Lease in
Murray selling gasoline below
major prices. Located on busy
highway. Individual selected
must be financially responsible
and have some capital. Company
will assist to some extent. Call
Collect 901-885-0253 or write P.O.
Box 476 Union City, Tenn.
A21C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

MUSIC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

furnished

LOST & FOUND

74t:

Waitresses
Cashier

ONE BEDROOM
apartment, partial utilities paid,
available May 5, air conditioned,
no pets, married couples only.
A23C
Call 753-9741.

753-1916

REAL.ESTATE FOR SALE

Help Wanted

4t:

Apply In Person

Palace Cafe
16th & Chestnut

F1.41i \ NEW LISTING WITH LOTS OF ROOM is pictured above.

REDUCED IN PRICE - OWNER IS WILLING to really
This house has FORMAL DINING area, separate den living
sacrifice this extra nice three bedroom house in Panorama
room, three bedrooms, two full baths, entry hall, utility
Shores. It has a beautiful view of the Lake, two big lots,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
▪
room, kitchen with built-in range, storage room, central air,
paved drive and boat holding pad, lots of storage outside and
in, large front porch with the view, extra big family room,
APARTMENTS QUALITY WORKMANSHIP. 3 'ek carpeting, drapes and other extras. On a larger than average
THREE
den or study. It also has central heat and air. A REDUCTION
downtown. One-3 rooms and bath, Bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat A.; lot and priced far less than you'd expect to pay for this size
OF 94.000. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
one-2 bedroom and bath, and one- and air conditioning, shag car- '41; and type house. Only $26,500.00.
2 bedroom and bath with air
pets, large kitchen, bar and !
OTHER COMMERCIAL PROPERTY WE HAVE includes
Iv
% A REAL HONEY IS THE BEST WAY to describe this
con4itioning. All completely
bedrooms, bath, dressing
choice building lots for cleanup shops or other comparable
family room combination, dishthree
It
has
tri-level.
beautiful
furnished. Available May I.
at
for
businesses
s for $4,250
TREMENDOUS elACATION
washer, built-ins, Afternoon
room, and balcony on upper level. Living room and kitchen
A25C
Phone 753-1257.
shaded lot on Camelot Drive. et with all appliances, and dining area on front level. Den,study
restaurant or other RETAIL
major
tI
TYPEbusiness
A career sales opportunity
John Raodolph Realty & Auction
a and if
intersection of Murray, commercial lot near M.S.U.
or bedroom, utility and bath on lower level. Glass doors open
for ambitious person
FOUR ROOM unfurnished house Co. 753-8382 or Keith Hays, 489you're looking for something else, see us and we might have
spacious covered patio. Has huge
onto
a
den
from
the
;
Ng
out
currently in sales or
in New Concord. Stove and air
.
that too.
A20C . outside storage building plus storage room behind carport.
2488.
management to represent
conditioner furnished. Phone 436•:11!
largest
nation's
A21C
5621.
one of the
GENUINE BARGAIN - THAT'S THIS brick house, located
EYE CATCHING. 3 Bedrooms,
RE-DECORATORS SPECIAL IS THIS three bedroom
companies. Management
on OLIVE Street. It has a dry basement with outside ene
Iliavrin
eg
in rooms, living
ssed =d
'oglabath
haes
a_toRas
(Master bedroom has two
treet. Itar
lSdiniag
n
h
a
itc
So
h
u
e
t
room
house.,
o
u
n
the
in
opportunities
trance, which has a bath and three rooms now being rented
NEATLY FURNISHED one
closets>,lspacioua baths,central
Mayfield area. A comas an apartrnent, has"an upstairs with tfirie-rboins and- b1Ch
bedrooria....àjjent carpeted
quick.
sell
to
Priced
heat and air, shag carpet, kitchen
enough for garden.
bination of salary and
and the ground floor is extra nice with five rooms and bath. It
and air conditioned. Married
features:
outstanding
commissions for the first
IS carpeted, drapes., has two fireplaces, central heat and air.
couple or singles. May be seen at
INVESTORS RECEIVE $1,800 per year on a $12,500 indecorating,
built-ins,
dishwasher,
:II:
It also has a two car garage with storage space and a shady
three years of training.
Kelly's Pest Control, 100 South
garbage disposal, and China
vestment. This DUPLEX will do that for you. It is newly
lot 85'x200'.
Unlimited earning
13th Street. Available May
Four
included.
,
are
which
furnishings
decorated and has
cabinet. See to believe! John
potential. Excellent emA21C
3
Randolph Realty & Auction Co. in; rooms and bath on one side, three rooms and bath on other
A TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE in a lovely two
ployee benefits. Call
side.
753-8382, Keith Hays, 4894
.
bedroom house with an income to help pay for it. It's a duplex
Forrest Glover, 247-8334
A20C
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom, 2488.
and it is nice. Each side has two bedrooms, living room
between 9:00 and 11:00 AM
qr. OVER AN ACRE OF LAND IS INCLUDED in this lot. It has
prefer couple Phone 753kitchen,
beautiful tile baths, utility, and a big lot. Just a
at Mayfield, Kentucky.
k
•
BATHS,
TWO OR three bedroom home.
a neat three bedroom house with TWO FULL
A21NC
7143
couple of years old and is carpeted and has dishwasher.
An Equal Opportunity
All new inside. New floors, new Faz separate den, utility room,carpeted living room,storm doors
range and disposal. It is lovely for you.
Employer, M-F
ceilings, new paneling, new
and windows and even drapes. Also this property has a
property
Lots
of
side.
carpets, wall to wall. New A 22'x26' workshop with a carport on the
ivacy
LOS thepaIStibao.ciikyearhdouasendisaa
desEpNrC
ovCiE
K nFpErN
iNree
HELP WANTED
wohlodIsc
HAI
red
C
linoleums, new electrical wiring
for the money.
EorSi
FOR RENT
and wall heaters, new water
compact three bedroom brick with kitchen, utility, living
COUNTER WAITRESS Wanted.
of
the
two
have
We
BUSINESS.
FOR
new
LOCATION
pipes, many closets,
c.f. PRIME
room and large bath. Has nice garage with storage space.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric Must be courteous, neat and
bathroom fixtures, new kitchen °r4 best buildings on the square listed. The former Kuhns
Drapes and air conditioned too.
or oil heat, carpeted and air clean. Fast food service expatio, new oversize
building and the SPACIOUS former location of Belks. Both of
conditioned. Water and storage perience preferred,, but not cabinets, new
at
a
bought
be
can
and
condition
good
are
in
electric
buildings
with
new
these
garage
*41F,
GONNA BUILD? WE HAVE A 100'x200' lot located only 1
building furnished, $65.00 per necessary. Hours 11:00 a.m.-5:00 overhead
fraction of the cost of building comparable buildings. FOR
door. 1613 West Main
block from Robertson School.
Al9C p.m. daily. Phone Burger Chef
isonth. Phone 489-2513.
REALTY.
rOMMERCIAL.PROPERTY SEE'ROBERTS
Street. 753-9288. Come and see
753-7199 after 9:00 a.m.
A19C this beautiful home. You will be
SUMMER FUN CAN BE -YOURS ;ight at home. This real'
pleasantly surprised. Price
has dishwasher, range and
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS In $17,900.00.
neht
•
Al9P
area, utility space, living
dining
good
kitchen,
in
disposal
electronics field. No training
11
2 baths, carpeting, air conditioned, and get this A
room. 1/
Is Now
necessary. Will train with
NICE BIG SWIMMING POOL. It is located near M.S.U. and
benefits and good pay. Only those
priced to sell. Call for an appointment today before it gets
is
math
willing to travel and having
9
7;
1
,
away.
for May & June
BY OWNER: Apt.
background need apply. Age 18 to
ENE
house; • 511. For appointment call Monday
Available will be 2
ROBERTS REALTY is in love With oat new location. Whit-We've been doing iots of business and
'Y
4
pletely
furnished.
through Friday 8-00 a.m. to 5:00
bedroom apartments.
it also causes a problem. Please help us. We need good listings. We need listings in residential
Permanent tenants.
p.m. 753-61.....
A2OP
furnished or
Very high income on
property, both in and out of town. Roberts Realty will help you get the best price possible for
unfurnished.
investments. Also four
WANTED COOK and general
bedroom
clean tip 43olp. Apply in person
- Phone 163-4331
- your property. We are proud Of our recent sales but we -do'need others to sell. Don't try to settwith carport, wall to
A20C
1113 Sycamore.
wall carpet and drapes.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished WANTED: COMPETENT lady to
it yourself, let the ones familiar with the market and know the market value of property help
Phone 753-1257.
apartment, wall to wall car- care for two small children in my
peting, good location. No lease home. Would like references.
you. We have the knowledge, resources, experience and desire to handle all of your real estate
required. $120.00 per month. Phone 753-4165.
A20C IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
April 26C
needs, We also are adding to our sales force to better serve you.
Phone 753-4331.
brick home, carpted, three large
room,
den,
bedrooms,
living
operator.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, WANTED BACKII0E
kitchen, with built-ins, utility, :44
living room, kitchen, bathroom Must be at least 25 years of age. two baths, doutde garage with 7 •▪ .
*
phone
753Ditching,
Rex
Camp
and shower and bath. One or two
storage room, patio, central heat
i933
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartA23C and air, nice lot. Shown by apmentS, South 16th Street, 753pointment only. Phone 753-8742
May9C
6609.
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .. .
0.1Kmit'ILMILIWWWW.M.Mb, after 5:00p.m.
Al9C
NICE FURNISHED onetedroom 0
SEE
PART & FULL TIME $
apartment, carpeted, air con- 0
*****
"-***********7
DAY COUNTER HELP
ditioned, electric heat. Partial
*
0
NEEDED
utilities furnished. $85.00 per
**
.
t
month. University
couple t Must be neat, clean and 0*
0* APPROXIMATELY *
preferred. Inquire at 1414 Vine / dependable. Apply in A*
Street.
A20C 0 person from 2-5 p.m.
*
17 ACRES
r*
0
*

WILL BUY or trade old guns, used guns, or new guns. Will buy
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
16C •
FOR

$ COMPARE and save $.
Seamless aluminum gutters,
Atkins Gutter Installation.
"Financing available." Phone
May 23C
753-8407 or 753-8992.

.
three bedrqousbrie%.4ot:se

SEARS ROTOTILLER, 3 H.P.,
rempietely --overt:waled. --fnperfect condition, $85.00. Phone
753-1686.
A21C

a

A

•

7:11i

Member of Multiple Listing *

•

*
*

1304

1*

•
'sat.•

•:$1:

Call 753-1651

p

Contact Mr. Larry BarLocated at Coldwater. *
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef
0
Near university. Rent $70.00 per•
Has
good building lots,:
p*
West Main.
month. Water and cablevision
some wooded. Excellent*
furnished. Phone 753-9912. A24P
LIIMILILWIMIIISWW111:1*
for su b-d iv id ing.

"$1:

Hoyt RobirE - 753-3924

Ray Roberts, G.R.I. - 753-5583
64464464164;e1.41;

,"••-• 7*.•*A*••.••!1'.•1.74•T.

sii;• ocaifieis;••4•

.
*••;1..d.av

ibili•OW
.•.••
..•...77....•.4117.!••.•.▪ .77.4
•7.•OM.
.▪
17.

,

.••

O.•.11 1117......117
.
110.74

1.4
7.
...MIN07
4
7.0.•....
1

if Call 4a9-2595 *

SMALL BRICK house, available BODY MECHANIC'S helper
TWO BEDROOM house on one
_..
May 1. Carpeted .and electric, wa-_mina Apply at R & R Body t**************** UNDER $10,000. 3 Bedroom
BY OWNER; Three bedroom, BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar
acre of land, four miles south of
heat. $77.50 per month Phone 753- Shop behind
brick house, air conditioned, three bedrooms, living room, dinTrenholm's. A20C
Frame, Large Kitchen, 1 Bath,2 New Concord. Phone1136A24C
5421 after 5:00 p.m.
'
GOOD INVESTMENT, as home Acres. Keith Hays, 489-2488,
built-in appliances, ing room, kitchen, utility room,
carpeted,
John 2185.
A23P
or rental property. Brick, three or Joretta Randolph 753ceramic bath utility room, fireplace, garage, nice lot, all
WANTED SOMEONE to mow bedrooms, bath, living room, all
on carport and patio, 1610 Kirkwood appliances, including dishA20C YOUR OWN Territory! Build
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, our yard. Phone 436-2462.
A21C carpeted. Large kitchen-dining 8382.
face Drive. By appointment only. washer, refrigerator, stove,
and
acres
own
31
/
2
your
air conditioned, color TV., water
area and utility with tiled floor.
washer and dryer. Phone 753North or West, both on a blacktop Phone 753-5782 after 5:00
and gas furnished. Available
t*Air conditioned. Near high school ONE ACRE lot at Harrisgrove, road. 6 miles northeast of p.m.
A25C 0871.
A20C
April a Deposit required. Phone
in Robertson School district. Five approximately 7 miles from Murray. John Randolph Realty 81
MANAGEMENT
&
753-7358.
A23C
closets and extra dry under house Murray. Water, septic tank, pole. Auction Co. 753-8382; Keith Hays,
storage. Near playground and Ready for mobile home_ Phone 419-2488.
A20C
MANAGEMENT
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
'park. Make an offer we can't 435-5715 or 753-7592.
A24P
home. Located 21
/
2 miles-south of
TRAINEES
A24C
refuse. Phone 753-8654.
'100 Acres. Northwest Calloway
Murray on 641. Phone 753-4645
County, $200 per Acre. John
after 4:00p.m.
Al9C
openings
Immediate
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
Vacation-Retirement
neat.
be
available.
Must
Keith Hays,489753-8382,
bedroom
three
OWNER:
BY
DUPLEX APARTMENT on
$10,000
A20C
clean, enthusiastic,
2488.
brick house at 1717 Keerieland
Large
North 6th. Newly decorated.
living
room,
energetic and be capable to
Drive with den-kitchen, comfireplace, one bedroom,
Three rooms and bath, large
assuming responsibilities.
bination, with all built-ins, (incomplete kitchen, full bath,
kitchen, private entrance. Phone
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
Attractive salary ranging
cluding refrigerator, dishwasher
furniture boat and motor,
753-2719.
A23P
brick home, carpted three large
from $110 to 1150 per week
Lake access, lot 150' x 100'.
and larbage disposal), central
bedrooms, living room, den,
and other benefits offered.
heat and air and garage. Call 753Call A. Simrnen
•
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Contact Mr. Dailey in
Elle Real Estate
5625.
Al9C
baths, double garage with
one bedroom. Electric heat and
two
to
person or
and Auction
air conditioning. Water, trash
storage room, patio, central heat
tv40
Burger
Home 354-8353
r...
pitk up and cablevision furand air, nice lot. Shown by apMain.
Office
474-2717
BY OWNER new brick three
pointrneat only. Phone 753-8742
nished. No petg please. Phone
A25C
Al9C au*****saiiniasousuosionor bedroorn house with,living room
753-8611 or 753-9537:
after 5:00p.m.
kitchen and uglify room, built-in
BY OWNER; two wooded
Modern 3-Bedroom 'All Electric Air-Conditioned
EFFiCtiN 0 WANT
second income? Fqr stove, storm doors and windows. Sharpe Street, besidr park, TWO LARGE water lent lots in
apartment, near
opportunity taviorit part-Ainterset Located .1612 catalioa_prive near schools. shopping -,renter. Blood River-Subdivision. $4500.90_.
Lake
Access
4,500.80
Finance
Phone 753-8452 after 4:00
own hours, have financial $113-60.00. To see this house university-. Phone c 60i.
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
A246, 2494
p.m
• Al9C! security Phone 7531470. Mayl1C phone 753-0675. Phone
753-6825.
'
MayllP
'
753-8997.
Nlav8C 6:00 p.m.

seed resume
Chet, 1304 _West

lots,

k

[

1

LAKI COTTAGE:4.!

ft

SALE

KNIT SPORT coat, size 16,$10.00.
Pair of white pants with brown
knit shirt,$3.00. Phone 753A21C
3830.

FOR SALE

FOR - SALE

resister(

sp

estimati

F

$1
Phone 41

14' CHE
Johnsoni
767-4384.

NEW 19''
while the
way 68, E
2C

WANT TO BUY 10' wide mobile
home. Must be in good condition.
Phone Mrs. Brandon Dill, 7531551.
A21C

-

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

COUPLE WITH small child
wishes to rent two bedroom
house with carpet, washer and
dryer hook up in city limits.
Phone 753-3939.
A21P

Lyles

WANT TO BUY 10 to 40 acres
within- 2 miles of lake, - with- -OF-without house, Prefer Blood
River area. Phone 436-2280. A20C

:11;

I

GUTTE
seamles
your

WANT TO BUY used Dodge Dart
in good condition. Phone 753-8677
after 8:00p.m.
A19C

co

-

WANT TO RENT three bedroein
unfurnished house near do% ntown area. Need by June 1. Mat
Hinch, phone 753-3582 days, or
A194 .
753-5705 nights.

WANT TO BUY

•uisi

. Embassy Apts.

21" MO1
engine,
Briggs
reverse,
mower,
Stratton
riding m
Stratton
riding rn
Stratton
$399.93.
Benton,

TOY

NO
RELOCATION

RENTING

WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT, or buy, two
bedroom house, by June 1.
Retired couple. Phone 7537300.

Mostly Night Shifts
Available

MOBILE HOME,on Highway 94
East of Murray Phone 474A21C
2236.

FOUND. WATCH on court
square. Owner may have by
identifying, and paying for ad.
Contact Mr. Workman at Settle
A2OP
Workman.

:
6,2k

Cooks

ONE..CIR hen bedroom apartment. Idea for 2-3 girls or
married couple. Two blocks from
university at 104 Williams Ave.
Contact Bill Coker at 753A25C
0094.

Call

SONY HP-L19 compact stereo
systeM, under warrahtr
cellent condition. Sacrificing.
A21C
Phone 753-1322.
16' ALUMINUM fishing boat,
extra wide, contour seats.
trolling motor, battery, depth
finder, 20 H.P. motor and trailer.
A complete fishing rig for $750.00.
A21C
Phone 753-0638.
SIAMESE KITTENS, 8 weeks
old, two girls, one boy, $10.00
each. 202 South 12th, after 5:00
A21P
p.m.
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1963, two
door. White with red interior,
automatic transmission, motor in
good condition. 1971 Honda SL
125, real good condition. Phone
753-4571 after '6:00 p.m. or see at
1610 Belmont Drive.
A21P
MOBILE HOME Excellent
condition. All electric. Fully
carpeted, except kitchen. 12'x50'.
Phone 753-4555 after 5:00 p.m.'
weekdays.
A24P
HOSPITAL BED, adjustable.
Phone 753-7658.
A2013
MOBILE HOME, 1966--10'x50'.
Storm windows, oil furnace, air
conditioned. Shady Oaks. Phone
753-6331 evenings.
A24P
DRESSER, fiNTIQUE gold.
Swivel leather hair, peige. Also
green platform rocker. All in
good condition. Phone 7532753.
A20C
LUGGAGE TRAILER, one
wheel. Also 71
/
2 H. P. boat motor.
Phone 492-8646 before 6:00
p.m.
A20C
AIR CONDITIONER, one year
old. 22,000..BTU. Perfect ,condition. Also refrigerator and
range. Phone 753-9912.
A24P
USED FRIGIDAIR,E
refrigerator. In good condition.
and reasonable. Phg 7531611.
A20C
•

TWO .b
1
and two
ete.
Phone 753- 13.

--

ARMSTI
nylon wt
775 x 14
825 x 14
855 x 14
Armst
Ply polyl
tires
F78 x 14
(_,7a x 14
H78 x
J78- x 14
,irmst

polyestel
tires.
F70 x 14
11711
J78 x 14

1.78 x 14
Armst
polyestei
tires.
F78 x 14

x

G78 14
H78 x 14
Armst
belted w
white let
G70 x
H70 x 14
Armst
wide 60 .
letters.
G60 x 14
-- L80 x 14
Armst
tread try

650 x 16
670 x 15
700 x 15
750 x 16
825 x 20 '100 x 20
1000 x 20
1000 x 22
Armst
traction
600 x 16
670 x 15
700 x 15
750 x 16
825 x 20
900 x 20
1000 x 20
1000 x 22
Roby
Benton,

ALMOS1
machine
$35.00. P

TRACT1
double s
bottom
Phone 7E

TRAVE1
fully eq
753-7400.

COUCti
753-6786.

1972 Fl
-fiberglai
"-Mercury
Wilk-or trade
r all.
.
41
motor i
A23C
trade foi
753-6809.
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753-1916 SHOP

L

' t'd1+4J'A L L L

L iI.

L L

Call
WAY753-1916

MIEBIENSEEMMISIMETERIBIBRIF91

FOUND

FOR SALE

TCH on court
may have by
paying for ad.
orkrnan at Settle
A2OP

TO RENT

!,IT, or buy, two
ie, by June 1.
Phone 753Al9P

T three bedroom
use near downby June 1. Mat
53-3500 days, or

PH small child
it two bedroom
pet, washer and
) in city limits.
A21P

ro BUY
used Dodge Dart
n. Phone 753-8677
Al9C

FOR SALE

21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton GERRARD TURN table, A-70.
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. Like new. Three 735x14 used
Briggs & Stratton engine, power tires. Two 775x14 used tires and
reverse, 1147.88. 5 H.P. tiding wheels for Ford. Phone 753A20C
mower, 25" cut, Briggs & 1497.
Stratton engine, 1258.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & FENCE SALE-Chain link
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
Stratton engine, electric start, estimate. Expert installation also
April 28C
$399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68, available.
Benton, Kentucky.
May2C
KEEP carpet cleaning problems
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears small-use Blue Lustre wall to
seamless gutters, installed per wall. Rent electric shampocier $1.
your specifications. Call Larry Kwik-Pik Market, Five Pointat 753-2310 for free s.
Lyles
A21C
May 12C
estimate.

14' CHEROKEE boat, 28 H.P.
Johnson motor and trailer. Phone KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
A25C rug specialist that adjusts to any
7674384 after 6:00 p.m.
carpet. New and used vacuums
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95 for sale. For demonstration
while they last. Roby Sales, High- phone Mike Hutchens, your local
way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 7530359.
Mayl9C
2C

**************************1

HOLSTEIN CALVES I

mit, size 16, $10.00.
mints with brown
Phone 753APIC

and save
ninum guttersit
r Installation.
railable." Phone
992.
May 23C

ILLER, 3 H.P.,
/verbal:lied. -in
>n, $85.00. Phone
A21C

Vernon's Boot 8L- Shoe Store

1 Sears I

Action Boots and Shoes for Every Activity Under the Sun!

Seamless
Aluminum
Guttering

From 1 Week

to

Weaning Age

For Further Information .

att***************************
ARMSTRONG'S best tine ot 4 ply
nylon whitewall tires.
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
625 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
tires
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
G713 :0 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.80
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89
Armstrong's best line of
polyester glass belted whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 4- $2.54
89. + $2.74
G7A
H78 x14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96

GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams,
Pigeons, Chickens, young and
old. Fancy and old favorites.
Hubert Alexander, Sedalia, Ky.,
A25P
phone 328-8563.
VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veterans. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltllne Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
A21C
443-6150.

DINGOS -CASUAL BOOTS DRESS BOOTS - HARNESS
BOOTS & WESTERN BOOTS

1 0% OFF
On All 1st Quality...

White Dingo Dress Boots
White Dingo Slip-On Dress Shoes

Includes 3 Styles

MOCCASINS
9

11A4 usrEp4o46 *TO -THE LATEsr
HoulEz.
CEAV,t-FIRE

1

• !‘ 1

tilt, A

NtIll N.11 1

FOR SALE

We Go
o AnN
Lengths

Wheels
Baked-on wbite-enameled finish will not peel,
crack or rust. Custom
made for your borne on
the job by Sears authorised installers.

713-2810

Call Sears
For Free Eatirnate

FOR SALE

IN, .N1 INN1,11,

111.
,
t1,,% 111_111 .11 IN

1

IN III

1.
"t1111.N11A1•111'

ti,• %till L11%1 - .i%‘,it

, ti. rct.it11..1
••, I '1;1 1•1:1•I \ I

SEW/ICES OFFERED

1972 filliUGLAS CUSTOM
PRO MODEL
80 H.P. Mercury motor with power trim. Shore-Land'r
2,000 lb.dlt trailer, Super Motor Guide Variable Speed
Trolling Motor,Other Features-7 ft. rod and storage box,
recirculating live well, Astro turf carpet, bilge• pomp,
front and rear pedistal seats, windshield. tach and
speedometer , built-in ice chest.

Use Sears Easy
Payment Plan

40 NEW
STYLES

WE HAVE

SPECIAL
EASTER
FLOWER

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

A Large Selection

ROY's LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone Paris,642,6551.
TFC

Shirley Florist

502 N. 4th

visit

•0

Sears

M fishing boat,
contour seats.
. battery, depth
notor and trailer.
ing rig for $750.00.
A21C

TENS, 8 weeks
one boy, $10.00
12th, after 5:00
A21P

MPALA-1963, two
ith red interior,
'mission, motor in
. 1971 Honda SL
condition. Phone
:00 p.m. or see at
A21P
rive.

/ME Excellent
electric. Fully
it kitchen. 12'x50'
after 5:00 p.m
A241'

ED, adjustable
A201'

iNTIQUE gold
hair,toeige. Also
1 rocker. All in
Phone 753A20C

[RAILER, one
H. P. boat motor,
vfore 6:00
A20(

DNER, one year
'U. Perfect ,con•efrigerator and
i3-9912.
A24P

2

•
E

E

CEMETERY.

E

R
r all
A23C

E

E

r,

P

fritaster

20%

************1
r

SPECIAL! ;
:
Team Imprinting

Team Prices :
at
WALLACE *
* Book Store I
*************0

1

20%

Fashion Mart

pecia * Special.
...
FARM W AGON

See At .. PARK ER

FORD

.4. ,
Floulers

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

it
ROHN
TV TOWERS & ANTENNAS

ou

75

on

1

TV SERVICE CENTER

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

(IGIDAIR,E
n good condition
. Phone 753-44+
A20C

the

There will be an all day
August and will cost around
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
work day set aside, r $700.00 to $950.00. For more in'
4
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
SATURDAY, APRIL 21st $ formation phone or write Dr. Alta
SEARS, 1110.:SOC.X AND OD
carpentry.
Phone
753-5897
days
or
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
Presson, Route 6, Box 10,
to clean up the
TFC AO
Southside Shopping
t Murray,Ky.
and treated fence posts. Murray duty, full size. Regular $7995 753-7625 nights.
A21C
NEW
RABBITS; 8 small, '2 adults.
Center
Lumber
Company,
104
Maple
PROVIDENCE
A21C
Sale
Phone 435-4640.
$47.99.
Heavy
duty
zig
zig.
BULLDOZER
WORK:
trucking,
E
Murray, Ky.
*eel
regular $99.95. Sale. $63.96. also bank gravel, fill -dirt and
Deluxe rig zig. Regular $139.95. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Help is
weeks ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. or 354-8161. after 5:00 p.m. TFC
PUPPIES,
five
BOXER
urgently needed.
CARPORT SALE
Mayfield,
Kentucky
on
the
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
A20C
0
old. Phone 436-2367.
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37.
Saturday, April 21
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, Roby ,Sales, Ilighway
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
R HEAT won't stop-buti
68, Benton,
and
p.m.
*
a.in.4:00
19:119
Pickup cancer,toppers. We also Kentucky.
Armstrong's best line „of
our air conditioner will, if not
May
SEARS BABY crib, $25.00. InLaitter Bfibrey's
Pla rent campers bi the week or
polyester steel belted whitewall
ced properly. Call Morris
Sale
nerspring mattress, $15.00. Baby
108 North 7th Street
weekend. Call 2474187 or 489tires.
Refrigeration Sales & Service,
adjustable eating-play table,
Boy's Knit
on Softball Jerseys *
bedspreads,
Quilts,
=03.
A21C PICTURE WINDOW, 91"x4'6". 753-7205,
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 -1- $2.68
May2C
SPORT COATS
$20.00. Kelvinator refrigerator,
drapes, afghans, electric
Whirlpool
Coppertone
Portable
$10.00. Phone 753-0122 between
Sizes 4-20
percolators, grill, deep fat
078 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
OFF
A19C KENTUCKY'S LARGEST dishwasher, Phone 436-5513. A19C
5:00and 8:00 p.m.
mixer,
G.E.
large
fryer,
brush
and
trash
WILL DO
variety of pistols. Buy now while
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $2.10
portable
clubs,
golf
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
you can still get them at
Men's Knit
Armstrong Polyester glass
COLOR T.V. console, 23". ExSERVICES OFFEnED
OFF
typewriter and table, solid
TFC
753-6130.
reasonable prices. Country Boy
PANTS
belted wide 70 series with raised
table
AMcondition.
Turn
cellent
cherry telephone stand,
people.
9
miles
Stores,
the
pistol
white letters.
washing.
WILL DO window
FM stereo radio. Phone 753-8824
cherry magazine rack, old
Yam
1.0.,.0
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 Phone Joe Allbritten 7534242
070 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
NOTICE
after 6:00 p.m. Must sell implaques,
wall
pictures,
ses.1. et Saw
and
164.
Open
Sundays
until
4:00
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
A20C
A23C
after
6:30
p.m.
mediately.
40 00 WNW Isl.
maple dinett-table and
808 Chestnut Street
A21C
p.m.
Armstrong nylon glass belted
CA.01.0.1
ner.
NOTICE
chairs, maple corner
wide 60 series with raised white
Th.
MOBILE HOME, 1971-12'x60'. GARAGE SALE, Thursday, WE MOW lawns or will do
We Will Be Closed
bunk
beds,
metal
cabinets,
'Raspberry
Wild
letters.
trimming. Phone 4374296. A24P
Phone 753-9929 after 3:30
Each Saturday
FREE BOOT give away, every
maple drop leaf table and 6
Lit t,..1h4
Friday and Saturday, 19th &
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
A21P
p.m.
Beginning
April
7th
women's,
men's,
boy's
corner
Friday
(
maple
chairs,
A21C BRUSH, TRASH and garbage,
College Farm Road.
L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
Open Monday - Friday
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot--Shoe
cabinets, metal bunk beds,
Armstrong's best highway
anything from residents) hauled
THE MURRAY
& Western Store and Shoe NO SALE, Friday"; April 27. Fish
table
and
6
leaf
maple
drop
tread truck tire, tube type.
at lowest prices. Phone 753-7450
INSURANCE AGENCY
Repair Corner of Sycamore & Fry Day at the Paris Livestock
chairs, large swivel chair,
A24C
South
11th.
753-6689.
211
or
A26C
Bel
Air
Shopping
Center
4th
A27NC Commission Company.
basin,
wash
marble
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
Murray, Kentucky
complete with fittings670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
A Good ServIceabl0
Cut
over 75 years old. One
Plants.
Potted
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
$200.00 REWARD for information
Winchester model 97 gun.
Flowers. Dry and Art4ficial
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
leading to the arrest and conFlowers
One model 1886-caliber 40825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
Rubber tired, 42"tongue-groove sides, trailer hitch
viction of person or persons
06 rifle. Lots of old brick,
JUANITA'S FLOWERS
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
involved in the break-in at
chain link fence, garden
•
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
753-7,030
Wallace's Book Store, Monday Order early for best qe t ion
tools. Other small items
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
night, April 9. Contact Fred
and junk.
Armstrong's best lug or
Masteri, phone 753-7334. In7th
&
Main
Corner
of
Ph. 753-5273
traction type truck tire.
omp
ome
formation will be kept conSHEPHERDS600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 GERMAN
fidential.
A19C
Remodehng
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 Alaskan Malamute puppies
Bum34"x50-,
TABLE,
POOL
good
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33 Make wonderful pets and
MOBILE HOME, 1967 model,
$70.00. Phone 753- 10'x52', Parkwood. All electric
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12 guard dogs. Wormed and per. Like new,
The Men's Store Outlet
A2OP central heat and air, all carpeted.
825 x 20- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25 healthy. Phone 753-1348, 753-9390 6502.
901 Coldwater Road
.Lowest Price Ever!! Check Our Price Before Buying.
Al9C
A23NC
Phone 753-4923.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51 nightly.
COUCH, IN good condition.
Pre
-Easter
Sale
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
Three formals, small sizes, $7.00 THREE BEDROOM double- lt.ARPET CLEANING - Profes1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50 FAST RACKING mare, show
over entire store.
17
each.
Bedstead and springs, wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile sional. Commercial or residential
good
Roby Sales, Highway 68, quality. English saddle,
at reasonable prices. Free
bookshelves,
and
Spider
bicycle.
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
May 9C condition. Also 8 month old Irish
Benton, Ky.
estimate. Will furnish references.
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443Setter puppy. Phone Valerie Pair table lamps. Phone 753Central Shopping Center
753-5865
Phone Handyman,753-5827. Mar/
6555.
A20C
You
If
A21C
A23C
6150.
ALMOST NEW zig zag sewing Spencer 753-3616.
10C
6
machine, in perfect condition,
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. T.V. ANTENNA with rotor, 30'
\IR 01%1PRESS04S
A20C
$35.00. Phone 489-2236.
Used Baldwin organs. Used pole. Phone 753.9624.
A19C
TV.,
St r% 1'1 ePlease Phone
STILL AVAILABLE;
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
console
radio
DI
AM-FM
1\
stereo,
011i
I
i•`•14(
1
1
Belly,
Red
TRACTOR, 1949
Your
Piano Company, across from LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
double scalloped disc, double 214 combination, one year old ( T.V. Post Office, Paris, Tencondition.
Complete
for
$1850.00.
Phone
$125.00.
bottom plow ,and corn plow. black and white).
A20C Phone 753-62112. You must see.
Al9C nessee.
A2OP 753-5091.
Phone 753-3290.
May 21C
RABBITS:
FRYERS
and
WILL DO painting, interior or
TRAVEL TRAILER, 1970--14', A GOOD selection of extra good breeding stock. Reagan's RabWe have just completed a modern Fire Alarm
If No Results:
MOBILE HOME, 10.x56', 1964 exterior. By the job or hour. Free
fully equipped, $1495.00. Phone used appliances. Refrigerators, bitry. Phone
753-4011.
A20C model, completely furnished estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527ranges.
and
dryers,
washers,
Phone
System.
The number to call to REPORT A
753-7400.
A24P
April 24C
con- 9714.
Washer, carpet, air
Some less than 2 years old and
FIRE is ...
and BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. ditioned,*ch and steps. Phone
over
checked
(MaiAND chair,$10.00.Phone fully
Rent to purchase plan. Iznardo 753-9941. .
A23C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Appliance
Murray
guaranteed.
753-6788.
,
.420C
Before 5:00 p.m.,
gontrol, phone 7534914, 100 South
Al9C Piano Company, across from
Company.
LOAD' sale Thomas A. '13th Street, "Every day you
Post
The New City Hall Ni;n16iir is ..
Olfice,
Paris,
Tenn.
A20C
TRUCK
Then
1972 FISHERMAN'S Favorite
Edison air conditioners. ,10,000 delay lets bugs have their
-fiberglass bass boat, 50 H.P. TWENTY SIX pigs, 10 weeks old.
,
492-8872
„
After 5:30 p.m. and
tRTV,$1N.25. 17,009RTU, $2132:4/9,-IVEY." "
TFC
A190"
-Mercury, new tilt triaer.Will sell Phone 435-4892.
AVON TO buy dr sell. Call 753PLEASE NOTE THESE NUMBERS IN YOUR
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
or trade with or without trolling
Until 6:30 p.m.
8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda
BTU,$318.40. Roby FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
PHONE DIRECTORY!!
inotor and depth finder. Will THREE YEAR old bay mare and Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, *285.00.26,000
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, tank installation. Phone 753trade for aluminum boat. Phone all accessories included. Phone Kentucky,42001.
April 26C
May 2C 7850.
Kentucky.
A20C
TFC
A21C 753-6455.
753-6809.
a

1E, 1966-10'x50'
I, oil furnace, air
lady Oaks. Phone
;s.
A24P

753 3251

.....w...........vgly YOU CAN
Mediterranean and Bible Land
r
0 • NOTICE • ,too. 15 to 22 day tour planned for

p

compact stereo
"Warratity: Er-•
,on. Sacrificing.
A21C

and i

'.1r‘I..

See -Us for That :7:-

BALL your auto repair needs,
ee pick up and delivery.
Tractor repair in the field.
Trained Subaru mechanic. Free
estimate. Phone 753-1223. A23C

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4928837.
TFC

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
St:lisle:Action Guarameed
or Xpur Money.Bach

I

11 1 111\

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
FROM 1 - 6

BASS BOAT

10% OFF

iii

REMR15 FROM SAIGON."

From the
Factory.On

BULLS or,HEIFERS

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

ALE

Another View

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
TOY POODLES, two AKC economical, Blue Lustre carpet
registered, One black and one cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
silver, $60.00 each. 10 weeks old. $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
A21C
Phone 489-2189.
Center.
A21C

Y 10 to 40 acres
of lake, with
Prefer 13lood
one 436-2280. A20C
4•
r 1.0' wide mobile
in good condition.
,-andon Dill, 753A21C

trade old guns,
guns. Will buy
one 753-6940. May

FOR SALE

753-7278

0

NOTICE

TO THE RESIDENTS OF HAZEL

4927,11-1 3 1

•
•

•L
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Economy Advances At Rate Of
14.3 Per Cent in First Quarter

ASHINGTON-111Phe
government today reported the
economy advanced at a rapid
rate of 14.3 per cent during the
first quarter of the year, with
inflition soaring at a rate of 6
per cent.
The Commerce Department
said the country's gross national product rose $40.6 billion
from January through March to
reach a seasonally adjusted annual rate of *1.235 trillion.
The increase compares with
a GNP advance in the fourth
quarter of last year of $30.9 billion or 11 per cent at an annual
rate.
The gross national product is
the value of the nation's output
of goods and services and is the
broadest indication of thehcenomy's performance.
Without the rate of infladall
of 6 per cent, the real output
during the first quarter was 7.9
per cent, compared with real
growth of 8 per cent in the
fourth quarter of 1972.
But the rate of inflation of 6
per cent during the period was
bad news for the economy. It
was the biggest quarterly jump
since the fourth quarter of 1970
when it was 6.3 per cent.
The 14.3 per cent increase in
the GNP equaled the increase
in the first quarter of 1971 when
the economy was recovering
from a General Motors strike
and from a recession.

THURSDAY—APR1L 19 1973

Robert Newcomb Elected
Puryear Lions President

The government economic sinner spend
ing during the p.An instructor at Murray
goals for 1973 are for an in- nod.
Vocational School has been
crease of 10 per cent in the
As a result, it said, personal
elected president of the Puryear
GNP,including 24 per cent in- savings decre
ased from $62.8
Lions Club, succeeding retiring
flation, but the quarterly figure billion in
the fourth quarter to
president Hoyt Miller.
showed the rate of inflation was $56.9 billio
n in the first quarter
Robert Newcomb, 50, will
more than double the adminis- and the savin
gs rate fell from
take office April 26. He was
tration's goal.
7.6 per cent to 6.7 per cent. The
elected among a slate of new
Constuner expenditures ac- savings rate
is the percentage
officers that included R. P.
counted for a major portion of of dispos
able income put into
Valentine, secretary; Thomas
the first-quarter increase. They check
ing accounts.
P. Alexander, treasurer; Jerry
were up $28 billion in the first
Kennedy, first vice-president;
quarter, compared with $17.1
Ed Wheatley, second vice
billion in the fourth quarter last
president; and Earl Unyear.
derwood, third vice president.
Purchases of durable goods
Avery Crews was elected Tail
increased $9.3 billion compared
Twister and Jerry Stephenson
with the increase of $2.2 billion
Lion Tamer. Buford Eastep, Ed
in the previous quarter, and
Russell, Stacey Unerderwood
purchases of autos and related
and Hoyt Miller were named to
equipment were up $4.8 billion.
Jerry Fergason,a junior from
the board of Directors.
_ New car sales reached 12.5 Murray, has been named viceNewcomb and his wife
—million units at an annual rate. president of Gamma Beta Phi,
Robert Neweamb
Dorothy live at Route 2 Puryear
Other increases in the con- an honorary recognition society
and
have
two
sumer category were nondu- for students with outstanding
children, Robin, a attends Puryear School.
senior at Henry County High
rable goods, up $12.5 billion, academic achievements at
Newcomb moved to Puryear
School and Robert, Jr., who with his famil
compared with $8.4 billion in Murray State University.
y in 1963, after
the fourth quarter; spending on
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
reitiring from the U. S. Air
food, up $6.2 billion; spending Henry L. Fergason, Fergason is
Women Of Oaks Club To Force. He received his B. S.
on clothing, up $3.5 billion and majoring in communications.
degree from Murray State
Mr.and Mrs. Harold James from the Mayfield Wayfarers,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Graham from
spending on services, up $6.2 ,Other officers elected were: the Good Sam Club in Murra were
Hold Luncheon Wednesday University in 1967, and his
y
among the approximately 200 people who collec
ted litter in
billion.
masters in education in 1968.
Donna DeLabar,a sophomore response to Cleanup Day held at Land Between the Lakes last
Saturday. The participants collected
The women of the Oaks
The GNP report noted that from White Plains, Md., litter along the Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkl
He accepted a positfbn as
ey shoreline that resulted from the recent high
water Country Club will have its first teacher-coordina
an increase in after-tax person- majoring in chrirninology, level. Major areas of litter cleanup included
tor
shoreline areas near the entrances to Land Betwe
of
en the ladies day luncheon of the Distributive Educa
al income of $22.7 billion was president.
Lakes, campgrounds, and lake access areas, and the Envir
tion at
onmen
tal
Educa
tion Center. TVA per- season on Wednesday,
less than the increase in consonne
were
l
on hand to distribute maps,assign priorities and partic
April Murray High School after
Sharon Givens, a freshman
ipate in the litter collection.
25, at twelve noon at the club. receiving his master's
from Frankfort majoring in
at MSU.
Mrs. W.B. McCustion, phone
bilogy, corresponding
He served in the Air Force 20
7536367, and Mrs. Cliff Camp- years, and received
secretary.
the USAF
bell, phone 753-4898, are Commendation Meda
Sherron Gatlin, a freshman
l for
chairmen of the hostesses outstanding contributi
from Calvert City majoring in
on in
iCeellemoilteneePesen
committee. Reservations electronic counter-me
biology recording secretary and
asures in
s
hould
be
made
by late Monday radar bomb leocing ope"thing
The Post quoted sources in
reporter.
the executive branch as saying by calling one of the chairmen with the Strategic Air CornGlenda Wylie, a junior from
A Vacation Church School
or
they may sign up at the pro
Dean might soon resign from
Bragg City, Mo., majoring in
WASHINGTON (AP) — wage-price
Institute for
shop.
Leadership chemistry, treasurer.
extension—and ob- the White House staff, and
The Puryear Lion doubled
that
Wages
and prices break loose jected to by Repub
Training will be held et the
Other
licans—were presidential chief of staff H. R.
hostesses
The
Kentucky
Mrs. Kathy Hodge, a senior from government contro
are their membership in a drive this
Bar First Unite
ls
in
11
amen
d Methodist nhurch, from Marion, was
dments providing the Haldeman might
Association announced
named the days unless
follow suit. Mesdames James E. Hamilton, year bringing the toal club
Congress can do in President with authority to ra- The newsp
yesterday that Gary R. Murray,on Wednesday April 25, most outstanding senior in the one
aper
quote
d sources Eli Alexander, Bill Seale, strenth from 72 to 44 members,
day
what it has failed to do tion fuels, and to
exempt more as saying there is "no known Walter Whaley, Harry Furches, 30 of whom are enrolled in the
Haverstock,son of Mr. and Mrs. from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
organization, which basically is in three month
s.
Classes for Kindergarten, for stude
working poor from wage con- evidence" linkin
E.J. Haverstock of Murray, is
nts who were members
g Haldeman to Don Cothran, Merritt Lawson, Lions' Eye Bank.
"We're flirting with dis- trols.
I
and
one of 89 persons who passed the Elementary
II, of the Beta Club in high school
crimi
nal
invol
vemen
t in the G.T. Brandon, Robert Miller,
aster,
"
Sen. William Proxmire,
Though the House is in ses- Watergate affair
Edwin Cain, Arlie Scott,
recent bar examination in Elementary III and IV, and and who now maintain an
.
D-Wis., said Wednesday after sion today
Elementary V and VI will be acade
Lexington.
, it plans no action on
The Post said it gained its ac- Kenneth Smith, Robert Hendon,
mic average of 3.00 ,or the Senate killed
held in preparation for the
a parlia- wage-price controls. Anyway, count
The
association
above of a possible 4.00 on the mentary move
of Magruder's statements Charles Johnson, John White,
said
on the bill to ex- the legislation cannot be
Haverstock will be sworn in at coming Vacation Church Murray State campus.
Grogan, Herbert
sent
from
to
three
sources in the White Bobby
tend President Nixon's wage- the Presi
I Continued h-ow Page ii
noon CST) in the Court of Schools. No class will be held
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